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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. Research Design
In its consideration of the role that electronic benefit delivery and financial
education of recipients of cash assistance should play in its comprehensive welfare
reform program, known as Work First, in early 2000 the North Carolina Division of
Social Services (DSS) requested the University of North Carolina’s Center for
Community Capitalism to conduct the North Carolina Financial Services Survey
(NCFSS). The survey was designed to accomplish four objectives:
1. Determine at a high degree of statistical accuracy the size and composition
of the unbanked population of working class North Carolinians, including
current and recent Work First participants, and their reasons for not
owning any kind of transaction account at a mainstream financial
institution.
2. Identify the factors—financial, institutional, geographic, or cultural—that
limit these households’ access to such services.
3. Gain a greater understanding of how unbanked and banked working
families meet their financial services needs, and determine the extent to
which their choices are market-driven or a function of other factors.
4. Determine whether the North Carolina Division of Social Services should
make greater access to mainstream financial services and asset-building an
integral part of the state’s welfare reform system and, if so, how.
This report on the results of the NCFSS consists of four chapters and an appendix.
In order for the reader to correctly interpret the key findings and recommendations from
this nearly two-year research effort contained in this executive summary, it is necessary
to define a few important terms.
•

Lower income means households in North Carolina whose total gross
income in 2000 was less than $30,000.

•

Current Work First refers to all households with at least one member
who was receiving Work First cash assistance at the time of the
interview (between December 15, 2000, and January 23, 2001).
Current Work First participants consist of two case groups: Adult
Work First refers to those households where the adult(s) and the child
or children in the family receive cash assistance. These households are
generally subject to time limits and work requirements. Child-only
refers to those Work First households in which the child or children
are the only ones receiving cash assistance. Typically, these are cases
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where a child who is eligible for benefits is in the care of an adult
relative who is not eligible for assistance. The child-only cases are not
subject to time limits or work requirements.
•

Recent Work First refers to households with no current Work First
cash assistance participant but with at least one member who received
Work First cash assistance between January 1999 and December 2000.

II. Key Findings
Large Numbers of Lower-Income and Work First Households are Unbanked
•

One of every six (17 percent) lower-income families in North Carolina—over
222,000 households—does not own a bank account (see figure 2.1). This
suggests that a significant portion of North Carolina working families lack a
safe and secure place to store and save money, are more likely than others to
use more costly means of transacting their financial business, and lack ready
access to a wide range of financial services and products.

•

More problematic, current Work First households are more than twice as
likely to be unbanked. Thirty-five percent of current Work First households
lacked a bank account at the time of the survey. Current adult Work First
participants are more likely than child-only households to be unbanked (38
percent vs. 33 percent, respectively).

•

Families that have recently left the Work First cash assistance program—
ostensibly, those who are on the path to greater economic independence—are
even worse off. Forty-two percent of recent Work First participants are
unbanked. This means the already difficult transition from cash assistance to
financial independence includes additional hurdles: paying monthly bills is
more time-consuming and costly, saving money is made more difficult, and
investing in long-term financial security is all but impossible.

•

Suggesting changing family needs and/or unfavorable pricing and product
trends by financial institutions, a significant minority (41 percent) of
unbanked families used to be banked but no longer are (see table 2.2). This
finding is consistent with national data that indicates 43 percent of all
unbanked lower-income American families have previously owned some kind
of bank account.

•

Controlling for other factors, lower-income households headed by racial and
ethnic minorities are more likely to be unbanked than are those headed by
whites (see table 2.3). African Americans and Hispanics are half as likely as
whites to own accounts, and other minorities (predominantly Native
Americans) are just one-fifth as likely. However, neither marital status nor
the number of children in the family influences account ownership.
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•

The lower the household’s education, the more likely it is to be unbanked.
Families containing no high school graduates are just 40 percent as likely to
own an account as those with at least one college graduate.

•

Income is positively related to account ownership. Families with incomes
between $20,000 and $30,000 are between 1.76 and 1.83 times more likely to
be banked as families with incomes of less than $10,000.

•

The density of banking opportunities influences account ownership for lowerincome North Carolinians. For every additional bank branch in a household’s
zip code of residence, the likelihood of owning an account increases by 6
percent. Moreover, controlling for family-specific factors, for every
additional check-cashing outlet in a household’s zip code of residence, the
likelihood of being banked decreases by 4 percent.

•

Other things being equal, respondents who grew up in families that were
banked are more than twice as likely as other families to be banked
themselves. This implies that there may be important cultural factors
associated with people’s relationships with banks, and that families without
historical ties to banks may require significant effort by financial institutions
to be encouraged to enter the financial mainstream.

•

The two primary reasons for not owning an account are high costs and
perceived lack of need (see table 2.4). Nearly half of all unbanked families
think that bank accounts are too expensive. Slightly fewer (46 percent) Work
First participants feel this way. High cost is an even more significant factor
for recent Work First participants—nearly two-thirds of them cite cost as the
main reason they do not have an account.

•

The most commonly cited cost feature is the minimum initial deposit required
to open an account: 79 percent of respondents who mentioned a cost-related
reason for not owning an account cited the opening deposit specifically. This
pattern holds for both current and recent Work First participants.

Bank Balances and Savings Behavior
•

Almost by definition, lower-income families—even those with bank
accounts—are living at the financial margin. Half of banked lower-income
families have a total of less than $844 in their checking and/or savings
accounts (see table 2.5). Work First participants have even more modest
balances—half have $56 or less in their accounts. Families who have recently
left Work First are slightly better off but are often without sufficient reserves
to make a difference—half of these families have combined balance of $141
or less.
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•

One-third of all lower-income families, nearly half of current Work First
participants, and half of all recent Work First participants have no savings at
all (see table 2.7).

•

Almost half (49 percent) of all lower-income families with some savings keep
the majority of their savings in the bank. For current Work First participants
with some savings, the importance of bank accounts relative to other ways of
saving is diluted, with just over one-third (35 percent) reporting they keep the
majority of their savings in their account. The primary reasons for this are
higher unbanked rates among Work First participants and the fact that nearly
one-fifth (18 percent) of them keep most of their savings in their home.

•

Although the likelihood of having savings is greater for banked than unbanked
households, owning a bank account does not necessarily mean that lowerincome households save on a regular basis. One-quarter of all banked
families have no savings at all, including 37 percent of banked Work First
families and 71 percent of Work First families without a bank account (see
tables 2.8 and 2.9).

•

Among those who save at all, there is a sharp divide between regular savers
and those who added to their savings only infrequently (see figure 2.2).
About a third of all lower-income families, including Work First participants,
added to their savings only once in the past twelve months, or not at all.

•

Nevertheless, a surprisingly large number of lower-income families do save
regularly, including 42 percent of all lower-income families and 39 percent of
current Work First participants.

•

The most important reason for saving is precautionary—to enable families to
pay for unanticipated health care costs or to meet other emergencies. Of all
lower-income families, 43 percent mentioned this, as did 45 percent of all
current Work First families (see table 2.9). While saving for education (either
their own of their children’s) was not as important for the overall population
of lower-income families, it was among the most important reasons for saving
for almost a third of all current Work First participants.

Cashing Checks and Paying Bills
•

While more than half of all current Work First households with bank accounts
always deposit their checks, this is true for just one-third of all adult Work
First participants.

•

Being unbanked does not always mean families are estranged from
mainstream financial institutions. Regardless of their banking status, the vast
majority (79 percent) of lower-income North Carolinians cash their checks at
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banks (see table 3.1). Almost six out of ten (57 percent) of all unbanked
families, regardless of welfare status, usually cash their checks at banks.
•

Two-thirds of all Work First households—banked and unbanked—usually
cash their checks at a bank. While most unbanked Work First participants
cash their checks at places other than a bank, nearly half (47 percent) usually
use a bank.

•

Three-quarters of all lower-income families pay their bills by check (see table
3.2). For half of all unbanked families, cash is the preferred method of
payment.

•

Money orders are an essential financial services product for large numbers of
lower-income families. Forty percent of all lower-income families, including
69 percent of current Work First participants, have purchased at least one
money order in the past twelve months.

•

A significant number of lower-income North Carolinians usually pay most of
their bills with money orders. This is true for about a third (32 percent) of all
unbanked families, 39 percent of current Work First families, and more than
half (52 percent) of all unbanked recent Work First Families (see table 3.3).

•

Money orders are a cost-effective means of paying bills, especially if one
takes into account the cost of bouncing a check. Families who have purchased
at least one in the past year bought an average of thirty money orders at a total
cost of about $24, or $.75 per money order (see table 3.2). Current Work First
families who use them at all are even bigger customers, purchasing an average
of forty money orders in the past twelve months.

•

The U.S. Post Office is the most popular place for buying money orders,
followed by grocery stores (see table 3.4).

•

Despite their lower incomes and the relatively high cost, about one out of
every nine lower-income families has wired money to someone in the past
year, using a money transfer service like Western Union or Moneygram (see
table 3.5). Wiring money is even more common among Work First
participants, with 16 percent of current participants and a third of all recent
participants having done so. The median cost of wiring money, for all those
who have wired money at least once in the past year, was $60; the median
amount transferred totaled $600.

Credit Card Ownership and Debt
•

Nearly half of all lower-income families in North Carolina own a major credit
card, and one-third own a store charge card (see table 3.7). Not surprisingly,
credit card ownership is strongly related to banking status: almost two-thirds
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(64 percent) of all banked families own a credit card, compared to just 10
percent of unbanked families.
•

Current and recent Work First participants are less likely to own a credit card,
but only slightly so, with about 45 percent owning one, or the other, or both.

•

Having a credit card is not the same as using credit wisely, although a
surprisingly large share of all lower-income cardholders (45 percent) report
that they regularly pay off their full outstanding credit card debt every month,
while an additional 11 percent pay off their debt almost every month (see
figure 3.3).

•

At the same time, however, a sizable number of lower-income families seem
to be in over their heads. More than 25 percent with some kind of credit card
hardly ever or never pay off their debt, and current Work First participants are
in an even more precarious situation. More than six out of every ten of them
(62 percent) pay off the balance sometimes or hardly ever, and transitioning
off welfare doesn’t seem to improve financial management. Seventy percent
of these cardholders say they pay off their debt sometimes or hardly ever.

•

Half of all lower-income cardholders owe at least $937 in total credit card
debt (see figure 3.4). The situation is slightly worse among current Work
First participants, where half owe at least $1,000.

•

Overall levels of debt are much lower for recent Work First participants, with
half owing just $200 in combined credit card debt.

•

Three-quarters of all lower-income families who do not own a credit card do
not want one (see figure 3.5). The majority of current Work First families feel
the same way, although slightly more (21 percent vs. 14 percent) wanted a
credit card but could not get one. Recent Work First families were more
likely to want a card, with 32 percent saying they were denied a card for some
reason. Nearly half, however, said they did not want one.

Use of Payday Lenders and Pawnshops
•

Very few lower-income families in North Carolina use payday lenders (see
figure 3.6). Just 6 percent of all currently- or recently-banked lower-income
families reported doing so in the past two years.

•

Work First families, however, are more reliant on payday loans to get them
through the month. Fourteen percent of current participants and 19 percent of
recent Work First families have taken out at least one payday loan in the past
two years.

The North Carolina Financial Services Survey
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•

Most lower-income payday loan customers are only occasional borrowers.
Half of all families who use payday loans at all did so only once or twice a
year over the past two years (see figure 3.7).

•

However, a sizable number of borrowers do seem to be overly reliant on this
form of very short-term credit, with more than 20 percent of all borrowers
having taken out a payday loan twelve or more times a year during the past
two years.

•

While 41 percent of current Work First families who used a payday lender
took out only one or two loans a year, more than a third borrow against their
next check every month. Recent Work First families are slightly less likely to
abuse the service, with 28 percent reporting monthly use.

•

As with payday lending, very few (just 5 percent) lower-income families have
used a pawnbroker in the past two years (see figure 3.8). The rate is much
higher (20 percent) among current Work First participants, although most
have not used this form of credit. Slightly fewer recent Work First families
have borrowed from a pawnbroker in the past two years.

•

The average lower-income pawnshop customer in North Carolina borrowed
3.3 times in the past two years (see table 3.9), although over half pawned
property only once. On average, current Work First families used
pawnbrokers slightly less frequently (3.0 times) and recent Work First
families slightly more (4.0 times).

•

For the most recent pawn loan, the average customer valued the collateral at
over $450 and received a loan of about $210. The average pawn customer
received a loan of 58 percent of the value of the collateral.

•

Regardless of the relative differences in the percent loaned, the typical
borrower receives much less than the perceived value of the collateral and
thus has a strong incentive to pay back the loan rather than forfeit the
property. Most (69 percent) lower-income pawnshop customers eventually
pay back the loan and recover their collateral (see figure 3.9). However, a
quarter defaulted and lost their property. Default rates are somewhat higher
for current Work First families, with more than a third reporting losing their
collateral.

Credit Problems and Financial Distress
•

About one-third of all lower-income families, and more than half of all current
and recent Work First participants, have been referred to a collection agency
for not paying their bills (see figure 3.10).
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•

Lack of timely bill payment and problems with budgeting and financial
management damage credit ratings and make it harder for Work First families
to become more financially secure.

•

Another indicator of financial distress is the frequency with which families
bounce checks. For most families this is not a big problem. One-third of all
lower-income families with a checking account has bounced a check at least
once in the past five years, while this is true for the majority of all banked
current and recent Work First families (see figure 3.11). However, more than
a quarter of all current, and nearly a third of all recent, Work First families
have written seven or more bad checks over this same period (see figure 3.12).

•

We created an index of financial mismanagement consisting of five indicators:
whether the family wrote seven or more bad checks in the past five years;
whether they pay off their credit card debt “hardly ever or never;” whether
they used a payday lender at least once a month over the past two years;
whether they borrowed from a pawnshop three or more times in the past two
years; and whether they have ever been referred to a collection agency for
overdue bills. Each of these events is given a value of one, and the index is
the sum of all of five, ranging from 0 to 5.
o The good news is that the majority (55 percent) of all lower-income
families have experienced none of these credit problems, and 85 percent
have had no more than one (see table 3.11). Among current Work First
families, just a third have had none of these problems, but more than a
quarter have had two or more.
o Unbanked families are less likely to experience these credit problems than
banked families, which suggests that having a bank account may not
always be in all families’ best interests: 62 percent of all unbanked
families, and 53 percent of unbanked Work First families, have a credit
problem index of 0.
o The most important implication of this analysis is that credit problems,
where they exist, tend not to overlap very much: relatively few families
(15 percent) have experienced two or more of these credit problems, and
almost none have had three or more. Thus, many families have a few
problems, rather than a few families having a lot of problems. This has
implications for financial education, as it suggests that the audience and
curriculum must address the particular problems of a diverse group of
families—those currently participating in Work First, those transitioning
to work, those with accounts, those without accounts, and so on.

Financial Education
•

Not surprisingly, just 5 percent of all lower-income North Carolinians have
ever attended a financial education class of any kind (see figure 4.9). While
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Work First families are much more likely than lower-income families overall
to have attended such a class, the numbers are still quite low—13 percent for
current adult Work First families and 16 percent of recent Work First families.
The same can be said about credit counseling. Just 7 percent of all lowerincome families, including 17 percent of current adult Work First families and
13 percent of recent Work First families, have ever received credit counseling
(see figure 4.10).
•

These are families who might benefit greatly from some explicit training in
the fundamentals of household budgeting and the responsible use of credit.
There is no single reason why so few have attended (see table 4.4). Their
answers to our survey varied from no such classes being available (18
percent), to never having heard of such a class (27 percent), to not needing
one (47 percent). Among lower-income families who have not been part of
the welfare system in the past eighteen months, 47 percent think they don’t
need such a class. This is far more than the number of Work First families (21
percent of current adult participants and 25 percent of all recent participants)
who think they don’t need such a class.

•

Although few Work First participants have received training in the financial
system, the vast majority of those have positive feelings about it. More than
half (53 percent) found the financial education training to be very helpful, and
another 44 percent found it to be somewhat helpful (see figure 4.11). Those
who have made the transition from welfare to the work force are even more
positive about it. Of recent Work First families who have attended at least
one financial education class, 78 percent found the experience to be very
helpful and another 18 percent somewhat helpful. Just 5 percent found it not
helpful at all.

Household Tastes for Direct Deposit and Other Account Features
•

About 60 percent of all lower-income families who are either currently
banked or owned an account in the past two years have received direct deposit
at least once during that period (see table 2.12). This is also true for a similar
percentage of banked current and recent Work First families. Moreover, the
vast majority of families using direct deposit appreciate its convenience (see
table 2.13).

•

The potential role that direct deposit might play in keeping more families from
leaving the banking system is reflected in the fact that, among families who
were banked in the past, just 1 percent of those who have received direct
deposit in the past two years are now unbanked, compared to 11 percent of
those who did not receive direct deposit.

•

More than 60 percent of current adult Work First families—those with time
limited assistance and work requirements—are very interested in receiving
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their cash benefits by direct deposit. This is almost twice the percentage of
recent Work First families who have a strong interest in direct deposit
generally (see figure 4.2).
•

Work First families may also be supportive of a state move to deliver cash
assistance through electronic means like electronic benefit transfer (EBT).
Implicit support for such a move—a transition already made by more than
thirty states—is reflected in the favorable experiences that Work First families
have had with North Carolina’s electronic delivery of Food Stamp benefits.
Among the 87 percent of the adult Work First families who receive Food
Stamps, more than half (53 percent) had nothing but good things to say about
EBT (see table 4.1).

•

Results of the NCFSS suggest that state administrators should carefully weigh
the costs and benefits of automating delivery of Work First benefits—either
through EBT or by direct deposit. A direct deposit option would require state
and county welfare agencies to help the 35 percent of current Work First
families who are unbanked open a bank account.

•

A move to direct deposit would also require the state and county DSS offices
to establish partnerships with financial institutions to create and/or market
low-cost accounts to current and recent Work First families and other working
poor.

•

To inform DSS and bank officials about account preferences of lower-income
North Carolinians, our survey included several questions on this topic:
o More than half (55 percent) of all unbanked lower-income families in
North Carolina, including almost 70 percent of all adult Work First
families and nearly three-quarters of all recent Work First participants, are
very interested in owning an interest-bearing checking account (see figure
4.3).
o Unbanked lower-income families also express strong interests in checking
accounts that require no minimum balance and that allow unlimited
balance inquiries at no additional cost. Sixty-two percent of adult Work
First families are very interested in no-minimum-balance checking, as are
more than two-thirds of all recent Work First participants (see figures 4.4
and 4.5)
o Fewer unbanked, though a still sizable number, are interested in automatic
bill payment. Less than 30 percent of all current adult Work First families
are very interested in such a feature, while this is true for more than 40
percent of recent Work First families (see figure 4.6).

•

To summarize their interest in becoming banked, we asked unbanked families
how interested they would be in opening an account that had the three most
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important features of their ideal account. Their interest was substantial (see
figure 4.7):
o Three-quarters of current adult Work First families said that they would be
either very interested or somewhat interested in opening such an account,
as would more than 85 percent of all families who had recently
transitioned out of Work First.
o Families are willing to pay at or near market prices for their favored
account. Motivated unbanked families—those either very interested or
somewhat interested in opening a customized account—were willing to
pay a median of $20 per month for the service.
Substantial Interest Among Work First Families in Treasury’s Electronic
Transfer Account (ETA)
•

As part of the federal government’s campaign to convert more government
checks to direct deposit, the Treasury Department created a new, low-cost
account called the Electronic Transfer Account, or ETA. Treasury hopes to
attract unbanked recipients of Social Security and other federal benefits to
open ETAs and then sign up to receive their federal benefits by direct deposit.
With unbanked federal benefit recipients estimated to number 5 million to 7
million, direct deposit would save the federal government a lot of money in
check processing and mailing. To encourage banks to offer ETAs, Treasury
compensates financial institutions $12.60 for each new account they open.
This one-time fee is intended to fully offset institutions’ account set-up costs.
Among the ETAs features are:
o Maximum cost of $3.00 per month;
o Minimum of four cash withdrawals and four balance inquiries per month,
to be included in the monthly fee, through any combination of proprietary
ATM transactions and/or over-the-counter transactions;
o Access to the institution’s online point-of-sale (POS) network, if available;
o No minimum balance, except as required by state or federal law;
o Account to be interest-bearing or non-interest-bearing, at the discretion of
the financial institution;
o A written monthly statement.

•

Overall, less than half of all unbanked lower-income families said they were
either very interested or somewhat interested in having an ETA account,
although significantly more current and recent Work First families had such
interests than other unbanked families (see figure 4.8).

•

About three-quarters of all current adult Work First families are very
interested or somewhat interested in owning an ETA, as are 84 percent of all
recent Work First participants. Even when we exclude those who are only
somewhat interested in having an ETA, support for the product is still quite
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strong. About half (49 percent) of all current adult Work First families, and
58 percent of all recent Work First participants, are very interested in owning
an ETA.
III. Conclusions and Recommendations
There is no easy way to summarize the results and implications of a complex
survey like the NCFSS. However, a few things stand out.
•

Many banked Work First families have had experience with direct deposit and
generally found this experience to be convenient. Direct deposit may also play a
role in keeping families banked.

•

At the same time, a majority of Work First and other lower-income families who
receive food benefits by electronic debit card have had good experiences with
EBT. Taken together, these findings suggest that the Division of Social Services
should carefully consider the possibility of adding Work First benefits to the
plastic Food Stamp card, while giving families the option of receiving their cash
assistance through direct deposit if they are banked or wish to open a bank
account.

•

The survey also provides guidance to social service officials and the banking
community about those account features that are most appealing to unbanked
lower-income families and the prices they might be willing to pay for an account
that meets their needs. There is also strong interest in Treasury’s low-cost ETA
among Work First families.

•

We also found many families to be extensive users of money orders, which
provide an inexpensive way to pay recurring bills without the danger of bouncing
a check and incurring high banking fees. Banks should think about how they
might create an electronic account like the ETA that accepts direct deposits and
provides ATM access but no check writing privileges. Such an account could be
bundled with a specified number of money orders for one low cost.

•

The Division of Social Services should use this report as a basis for starting a
conversation with the banking industry about how to think creatively about the
underserved market described in our survey.

•

While the majority of lower-income families seem to be living within their means,
this is not true for a significant minority of Work First families and others.
Financial education should become a standard element of county-based welfare
reform efforts, and the state Division of Social Services should play a leadership
role in stimulating local efforts.

•

Finally, a large percentage of recent Work First families who have transitioned to
the workforce seem to be as financially stressed and insecure as those who are
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still receiving cash assistance. Because the Division of Social Services loses
jurisdiction over families when they leave the welfare rolls, helping them improve
their financial management and become banked can only be accomplished
through a partnership with local organizations, such as county-based community
action agencies and other nonprofit organizations. The Division of Social
Services and local Work First officials should explore the feasibility of creating
such strategic alliances.

CHAPTER 1
SURVEY DESIGN AND SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS
I. The Goals of the North Carolina Financial Services Survey
In the new economy, it is as important to have access to a basic bank account and
mainstream financial services as it is to have access to electricity, running water, and a
telephone (Summers 2000). Without accounts, families often pay high fees to check
cashers and payday lenders to conduct basic daily financial transactions. Even more
importantly, banking status has profound implications for families’ long-term selfsufficiency: “Even controlling for income and other factors, lower-income individuals
with bank accounts are 43 percent more likely to have positive net financial assets than
those without” (U.S. Department of the Treasury 2000). “Unbanked” families are far less
likely than other households (8 percent vs. 53 percent in 1998) to have retirement
accounts (FRB 1998).1 Indeed, for more than half of the unbanked (54 percent), their
only asset is their car (Id.). This is why policymakers should be concerned that despite
the economic expansion during the 1990s, the longest on record, 10 percent of all
American families have no bank accounts. This includes 25 percent of African
Americans and Hispanics, a quarter of all families with incomes under $20,000, and
nearly half of all families moving from welfare to work.
In Savings for the Poor: The Hidden Benefits of Electronic Banking, Michael
Stegman (1999) suggests how a cluster of new public policies—most importantly, the
delivery of government benefits through electronic funds transfer (EFT), and the
conversion of Food Stamp programs to electronic payments by 2002—present new
opportunities for policymakers and social welfare professionals to address the issues of
financial exclusion and lower-income families’ lack of ready access to mainstream
financial services and consumer credit. And, while not required by law, more than thirty
states have decided to add their welfare cash assistance programs to the plastic Food
Stamp cards so that welfare benefits will be also accessible at ATM and POS networks.
Also during the 1990s, national legislation was passed to encourage asset accumulation
among lower-income families. This includes the Assets for Independence Act, which
provides federal funds for the operation of Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) to
encourage savings among lower-income households.2
By promoting electronic delivery of government benefits, the federal
government’s EFT campaign and related efforts by state welfare and Food Stamp
programs have brought a great deal of attention to the plight of the unbanked and the
necessity to know more about the financial services needs of the millions of Americans
who remain outside the financial mainstream. Before banks can design, price, and
market new electronic banking products as part of the move to deliver federal benefits
1

Source and calculations by the authors.
Public Law 105-285 authorizes $125 million in federal funds to support local IDA programs over a fiveyear period. IDAs combine budget and credit counseling with a program of matched savings that help the
working poor invest in a home, education, or their own business.
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electronically, the Treasury Department and the financial services industry need to know
who the unbanked are, why they do not maintain deposit accounts, and what kind of
accounts might appeal to them. This is why the federal government has increased
research funding focusing on unbanked recipients of federal benefits, such as Social
Security and Supplemental Security Income (SSI).
For similar reasons, in their consideration of the role that electronic benefit
delivery and financial empowerment of recipients of cash assistance should play in its
comprehensive welfare reform program, known as Work First, the leadership of North
Carolina’s Division of Social Services (DSS), requested the University of North
Carolina’s Center for Community Capitalism to conduct the North Carolina Financial
Services Survey (NCFSS).
Survey Objectives
The NCFSS was designed to accomplish the following four objectives (Center for
Community Capitalism, 2000):
1. Determine at a high degree of statistical accuracy the size and composition
of the unbanked population of working class North Carolinians, including
current and recent Work First participants, and their reasons for not
owning any kind of transaction account at a mainstream financial
institution.
2. Identify the factors—financial, institutional, geographic, or cultural—that
limit these households’ access to such services.
3. Gain a greater understanding of how unbanked and banked working
families meet their financial services needs and determine the extent to
which their choices are market-driven or a function of other factors.
4. Determine whether the North Carolina Division of Social Services should
make greater access to mainstream financial services and asset-building an
integral part of the state’s welfare reform system and, if so, how.
In order to meet these objectives, the NCFSS covers several important substantive
areas, each of which is discussed in separate sections below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

families’ relationships with banks and use of bank accounts;
the reasons for not having an account;
the kinds of bank products that may be appealing;
how and where families cash their checks and pay their bills;
where families keep their savings and how often they save;
the extent to which families use payday lenders and pawnshops;
access to and use of mainstream sources of credit;
indications of credit problems;
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attitudes about EBT and possibilities for electronic delivery of Work First
benefits.

In addition to meeting these specific objectives, the NCFSS represents a
significant step forward in the systematic study of how financial institutions serve, and
fail to serve, lower-income families. While other surveys have gone into similar detail in
individual cities (Caskey 2001; Dunham 1999) or gathered general financial data at the
national level (FRB 1998), to our knowledge no other survey combines a substantive
focus on lower-income financial services with comparable geographic generality. This
unique resource therefore not only will assist DSS with its immediate concerns, including
key decisions about electronic benefits delivery, but also will inform broader policy
debates on a wide variety of issues, such as payday lending, savings initiatives, and
financial education.
II. Methodology
Survey Design
The NCFSS is a statewide survey of 1,501 lower-income North Carolina families
that was conducted from December 15, 2000, to January 23, 2001.3 Interviews were by
telephone and lasted an average of twenty minutes each. In order to maximize our
understanding of certain populations of interest, the survey design included multiple
oversamples, described below.
Income Level
Only households that reported an annual income level below $30,000 were
surveyed. Because there is no a priori means of selecting these households, the NCFSS
survey instrument included an initial screening question to determine whether the family
earned more or less than $30,000 last year.
Geographic Coverage
When the Center for Community Capitalism designed the NCFSS, rather than
randomly sampling from all areas of North Carolina, we included a strategic oversample
of two distinct geographical areas: Mecklenburg County, which includes the city of
Charlotte; and the five-county area around the town of Wilson, which includes Greene,
Johnston, Pitt, Wayne, and Wilson Counties. The other households came from the
remaining 94 counties in the state. We conducted 667 interviews in Mecklenburg
County, 421 interviews in the Wilson area, and 413 interviews in the balance of the state.
This allowed us to look closely at two distinct regions of the state: one rural, the
other a booming metropolis and banking center. By including a larger number of
interviews for each of these areas than we would have attained by chance alone, we are
3

Because of the holiday season, interviews were halted for three weeks in late December and early
January.
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able to make more accurate generalizations about them, in effect producing “minisurveys” of these areas. In contrast, if we had only sampled randomly, we most likely
would have attained a scattered pattern of interviews—perhaps 30 in the Wilson area,
perhaps 150 in Charlotte—that would have prevented meaningful analysis of these places
individually. To adjust for this and our other oversamples, we use statistical weights,
described below.
Work First and Non-Work First Samples
Because the populations of greatest interest to DSS are current and recent Work
First participants, the survey includes large oversamples of these populations. Of the
1,501 interviews, more than two-thirds—1,066—were with households containing at
least one current member who had received Work First at some time. Non-Work First
households are those whose current members have never received Work First benefits.
We set a target of 200 interviews of current and former Work First households
and 200 interviews of non-Work First households, both in the Wilson area and in the
balance of the state. Because of additional funding from Mecklenburg County, we were
able to increase our target there to 200 interviews with non-Work First households and
470 interviews with Work First households. For the actual number of interviews
completed with Work First and non-Work First households by geographical area, see
table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Completed NCFSS Interviews, by Work First Status and Geography
Mecklenburg

Wilson

Remainder

Total

Current & Former Work First

483

223

207

913

Non-Work First

184

198

206

588

Total

667

421

413

1,501

Oversampling for Race and Ethnicity
In addition to our Work First and geographic oversamples, we included oversamples of African-Americans and Hispanics to ensure that the NCFSS contained a
meaningful number of interviews with minority households. However, because the Work
First population has large proportions of both African-Americans and whites but very few
Hispanics, we decided to restrict the racial/ethnic oversamples to non-Work First
households only.
We set a target of 200 interviews with African-American respondents4 within the
non-Work First quota of 600 interviews. There was no race quota by geographical area.
We interviewed 184 African-Americans, 341 whites, and 42 persons of other races; 21
respondents refused to give their race.

4

Race and ethnicity were only asked of respondents.
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Because of the costs of translation services and the difficulty in reaching the
Hispanic population—which is a small but growing proportion of all lower-income
families—we set a smaller goal of 100 interviews with Hispanics within the non-Work
First quota of 600 interviews. There was no Hispanic quota by geographical area, and 87
interviews were conducted with non-Work First Hispanics.5
Survey Method
The NCFSS used telephone interviews with a standard CATI-programmed
questionnaire (a computer-assisted telephone interview). Trained and supervised
interviewers called from the offices of our survey research partner, KPC Research, Inc.6
Units of Analysis
Because most economic decisions are made by and for entire households rather
than individuals acting alone, the NCFSS uses the household instead of the individual as
the unit of analysis.7 However, the survey design also recognizes that not all household
members are equally involved in these economic decisions. Rather than interviewing a
randomly-selected adult, as is often the case with telephone surveys, the NCFSS
interviewers asked to speak with the adult “who lives in this household and who takes
care of most of the household’s financial business” (see appendix A).
There are several substantive implications to this. First, the wording of questions
in the NCFSS is comparable to national financial surveys such as the Federal Reserve
Board’s Survey of Consumer Finances, allowing us to easily compare North Carolina
families to other households. These kinds of comparisons are important for providing
context to NCFSS findings.
Second, household-level data provide more accurate measures of the lowerincome population as a whole, because the data include information about hard-to-reach
persons who are less likely to be accounted for in surveys of individuals. For example,
the design of the NCFSS allows us to gather data on children and the kinds of financial
circumstances that may affect them.
Finally, household-level data provide state agencies with a new view of their
clients. State agencies tend to collect information about their individual clients but less
often about the context in which they live. For example, nearly half the state’s Work
First cases are “child-only,” meaning that a minor receives benefits while living with
adults who do not. Less is known of the adult caregivers in child-only households, and
the NCFSS data include important financial information about these households that
otherwise would not be available to DSS. In addition, the North Carolina Commissioner
of Banks has recently issued a report on the payday lending industry and its customers

5

Including Work First and former Work First households, 123 interviews were conducted with Hispanics.
KPC Research, Inc. is a Charlotte-based public opinion research firm. For more information, contact
KPC Research, P.O. Box 35334, Charlotte, NC 28235-5334
7
Exceptions occur when respondents are asked their opinions of various financial services.
6
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based on individual use of payday loans (Office of the Commissioner of Banks 2001).
The NCFSS provides valuable information on how families use the service.
Sampling Frame
The sampling frame for the NCFSS had multiple sources. First, DSS provided
lists of its current and former Work First participants. From these, KPC Research
compiled lists of households, separated into the three geographical areas of interest,
whose members were current or former Work First beneficiaries.
As there were not enough cases with telephone numbers to complete the goal of
600 interviews, KPC Research used an internet service to find missing telephone
numbers. In addition, Mecklenburg County Department of Social Services provided
updated phone numbers for Mecklenburg County cases on the state-provided lists with
missing or out-of-date phone numbers.
For the non-Work First sample, KPC Research purchased a listed sample targeted
to households with less than $30,000 annual household income from Survey Sampling,
Inc. KPC Research also purchased a listed sample targeted to lower-income Hispanic
households.
Cooperation Rates
In survey research it is desirable to interview as many of the eligible respondents
as possible to reduce bias in the results. The cooperation rate represents the proportion of
completed interviews out of all eligible respondents contacted, whether or not they
completed the survey. The formula used to compute the cooperation rate is:8
completed interviews / (completed interviews + refusals + terminated interviews9)
Using this formula, the response rate for current and recent Work First
participants is 31 percent and the response rate for the non-Work First sample is 32
percent. To maximize the cooperation rate in a hard-to-reach population such as Work
First participants, at least six attempts were made to reach the selected member of each
household. KPC interviewers also offered to reschedule calls with respondents who were
busy. These efforts helped generate cooperation rates that are comparable to other
surveys of lower-income households in North Carolina.10
Sensitive Information
The NCFSS collects sensitive information from a vulnerable population. Respondents
are asked detailed financial questions not only about their income but where they keep
8

For response rate standards, see the American Association of Public Opinion Research,
www.aapor.org/ethics/stddef.html#response. Downloaded 15 June 2001.
9
Interviews may be terminated by either the respondent or interviewer.
10
Mary Beth Belew, KPC Research Inc., personal communication, 10 Dec. 2000.
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their savings, whether they have a bank account, and how much is in it. Furthermore,
respondents are asked about financial activities that may have a social stigma, such as
writing bad checks and using pawn shops and payday lenders. These are the kinds of
questions that increase nonresponse and refusal rates. An additional problem is that the
majority of the NCFSS population are or were Work First participants. Because the
survey is sponsored by the Division of Social Services, that administers Work First, many
households could view their responses to individual questions or participation in the
survey as a whole as potentially jeopardizing their relationship with DSS, particularly if
they have unreported income or assets, as is often the case (Edin and Lein 1997).
In designing the NCFSS, we tried to mitigate the intrusiveness of these important
questions. We instructed interviewers to reassure respondents that the purpose of the
survey is to improve financial services for lower-income families and that no personal
information would be reported to DSS. We also placed the most sensitive questions at
the end of the survey instrument to maximize the amount of information collected in case
these questions prompted respondents to end the interview.
Statistical Weights
Because the NCFSS includes a disproportionate number of interviews with Work
First participants, it is important that these results be adjusted so as not to skew the
overall findings. We use statistical weights to accomplish this. Essentially, the weight
given to each segment of the population—African-American residents of Wilson county
who were not Work First participants, for example—corresponds to its proportion overall
in the state’s lower-income population.
Because of the complexity of our sampling design, we needed to derive weights
for forty-five distinct demographic segments. We relied on information from multiple
sources, including 2000 (and 1990, where 2000 was not available) US Census data,
DemographicsNow.com, and the DSS roster of current and former Work First
participants. One further difficulty was that several sources—Census information about
race and ethnicity, for example—contained information on individuals rather than
households. This necessitated the extra step of translating individuals to households
using the best possible estimates from the Census and DSS of household size for each
group. This weight assures that the sample reflects as closely as possible the population
demographics of lower-income households in North Carolina.
Focus Groups
While the NCFSS survey provides the bulk of the data for this research effort, we
included focus group discussions to provide context and meaning to the quantitative
findings. Although focus groups do not provide generalizable conclusions, they do give
important insights into how lower-income families feel about financial services. The
NCFSS sponsored focus group discussions for two purposes: the first set of three focus
groups—held prior to finishing the survey instrument—were designed to ensure that the
survey instrument did not miss important financial services issues; the last three focus
groups were held at the end of the project to expand on some of the key survey findings
and to test the appeal of various retail banking products. Because of the importance of
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the Work First program to DSS, almost all the focus groups consisted of current or recent
Work First participants.
With the assistance of Lake Snell Perry, Inc., a nationally-recognized public
opinion and survey research firm11, we conducted a total of six focus groups in two cities.
Of the first three, held October 24, 2000, in Charlotte, one was a group of AfricanAmerican women who had recently left the Work First program, one a group of white
women participating in Work First at the time, and one a group of Hispanic men. The
last three groups, held June 28, 2001, in Raleigh, consisted of two groups of women
currently participating in Work First and one group of women who had recently left the
Work First program. This report intersperses individual insights from the focus groups
throughout each of the substantive sections.
III. Demographic Characteristics
In addition to details on important financial outcomes, the NCFSS also collected
standard demographic information, including race, ethnicity, marital status, income, age,
education, and number of children. The sections below describe the socioeconomic and
demographic characteristics of the lower-income population of North Carolina, and the
Work First population specifically.
Work First Status
In the tables that follow, we divide Work Fist households into two groups:

11

•

“Current Work First” refers to all households with at least one member who was
participating in Work First at the time of the interview.

•

“Current Adult Work First” refers to those households where the family (i.e., the
parent[s] and the child or children) receive cash assistance.

•

“Current Child-Only” cases refer to those Work First households in which the
child or children are the only ones receiving cash benefits. “Typically, these are
cases where a child who is eligible for benefits is in the care of an adult relative
who is not eligible for cash assistance. The child-only cases have been little
affected by the new policies of Work First. For example, the cases are not subject
to work requirements or time limits” (Richardson and Jain 2000).

•

Finally, “Recent Work First” refers to households with no current Work First
participants but with at least one member who participated in Work First between
January 1999 and December 2000.

For more information, contact Lake Snell Perry & Associates, Inc., 1726 M Street NW, Suite 500,
Washington, D.C., 20036.
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Table 1.2: Work First Status of Lower-Income* North Carolinians, 2001

Never received Work First
Current Work First
Recent Work First**
Total

Percent of
Lower-Income NC Households
90.0%
5.6%
4.3%
100%

N = 1,501
* Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

When comparing current and recent Work First participants, it may be tempting to
reason that any differences in outcomes—use of payday loans, for instance—can be
attributed to their different stages in the transition from welfare to work. Such inferences
should be made with caution, however. While families no doubt undergo significant
changes when they leave the program, there are likely other important differences
between current Work First participants and those who left the program in the last two
years—differences that make the transition easier for some than for others.
Because adults in households in which only a child receives benefits do not face
the same income and asset constraints as do adult Work First participants, it is sometimes
useful to separate these cases. For every outcome, we test for any substantive differences
between the child-only cases and the adult Work First cases and report accordingly.
Table 1.2 differs from table 1.1 in that it applies statistical weights to adjust for
the oversample of Work First participants and therefore does not reflect the proportion of
interviews conducted with this population. We estimate that approximately 6 percent of
lower-income households in North Carolina currently participate in Work First and that
an additional 4 percent participated in Work First in the two-year period between January
1999 and December 2000. Approximately 54 percent of current Work First participants
and 19 percent of recent recipients consisted of child-only cases.
Race and Ethnicity
The NCFSS asked respondents in separate questions whether they were of Latino
or Hispanic origin and what race they considered themselves. Unlike most other
variables in the NCFSS, race and ethnicity refer only to the individual respondent and not
the entire household. As seen in figure 1.1, the race and ethnicity profile of the lowerincome population in North Carolina is similar to the state as a whole, with 30 percent
being non-white minorities.
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Figure 1.1: Race and Ethnicity* of Lower-Income Families,
North Carolina, 2001
100%
Caucasian
Hispanic

90%
80%

72%

71%

70%

African-American
Other minority
63%

61%

60%
50%
34%

40%
30%

22%

20%
10%

34%

27%
15%
5%

6%

0%

North Carolina

6%

2%

Low Income**

5%

5%

Current Work First

3%

Recent Work First***

N = 1,501
* Percentages do not add to 100% because Hispanics can be of any race.
** Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income in 2000.
*** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

North Carolina families enrolled in Work First are more likely than other lowerincome families to be headed by minorities: 61 percent of current Work First households
are headed by African-Americans and an additional 11 percent are headed by Hispanics
or other minorities.12 The figures are similar for recent Work First households, with the
exception that recent participants are significantly more likely to be headed by Hispanics,
whatever their race (15 percent vs. 5 percent). Among current Work First participants,
there were no substantive racial or ethnic differences between child-only and adult cases.
Marital Status
Marital status can have major implications for household finances, and the
NCFSS considers this an important factor in many outcomes of interest. Most
significantly, couples are better able to increase their income during periods of financial
difficulty. However, while marriage allows for resources to be pooled, it can also
complicate their management. Several focus group participants commented on the
difficulties that came with shared finances:
“My husband went to use the ATM and then he forgot about doing this and wrote
out a check for something else and it bounced. So then you got to pay, say, $125,
plus another $25 for the bounced check.”
“Well, before I was married I had my own checking account and my own savings
account. I never had trouble bouncing a check. I never bounced a check. Then
you get married and everything goes. You get somebody else in your accounts
and ‘Oh, I forgot to write that down.’”
12

For North Carolina, the bulk of these (65 percent) are Native Americans.
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Figure 1.2: Marital Status of Lower-Income Families, North
Carolina, 2001
Single female
Married couple

90%
80%

Single male
Unmarried partners

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

47%
38%

37%

37%

32%

35%

41%
33%

32% 33%

23%

22%
8%

33%

4%

8%

13%
0%

0%

All Low Income* All Current Work
First
N = 1,501

26%

Current Adult
Work First

Current ChildOnly**

1%

Recent Work
First***

*Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income in 2000.
** Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
*** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

The most important finding related to family structure is that 60 percent of current
Work First participants reported living in two-adult households, and over a third of these
families consisted of married couples (see figure 1.2).13 Although Work First places no
restrictions on marriage or the presence of other adults in the household,14 this latter
figure is somewhat higher than expected.15 When adult and child-only cases are
examined separately, however, we find that the higher overall marriage rates for current
Work First participants are accounted for by the child-only households (32 percent
married vs. 13 percent for adult cases), for which DSS collects less information. While
adult Work First cases are less likely to be married than child-only guardians, nearly half
(46 percent) of these families consist of a two-parent household.
Interestingly, recent Work First participants are significantly more likely to be
married than current adult Work First participants (33 percent vs. 13 percent), although
they are somewhat less likely to consist of unmarried partners. Assuming that the
majority of the recent participants were married before they left Work First, this raises
the possibility that married couples are more likely than unmarried couples to make an
effective transition out of Work First.
Age
As would be expected of a program targeted toward families with dependent
children, households currently participating in Work First are headed by younger adults
13

“Single” means there are no other adults living in the household, although there may be children.
Income of a spouse and significant other is counted towards the Work First limits except where he or she
is not the parent of a child in the case.
15
Per personal conversation with DSS representatives, 29 March 2001.
14
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than other lower-income families; two-thirds (67 percent) are in their forties or younger,
and just 16 percent are over sixty, compared to 30 percent and 41 percent, respectively,
for all lower-income families (see table 1.3). Recent Work First participants are even
younger: 61 percent are in their thirties or younger. The mean age of the heads of all
lower-income households in North Carolina is fifty-three, compared to forty-five for
current Work First participants, and thirty-nine for recent participants.
Table 1.3: Age of Household Head of Lower-Income Families, North Carolina, 2001
Less than 20
20 to 29
30 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 69
70 or older
Total

Low Income*
0.1%
15.2%
14.8%
14.3%
14.1%
14.4%
27.2%
100%

Current Work First
0.0%
15.2%
19.3%
32.1%
17.6%
10.7%
5.1%
100%

Recent Work First**
0.8%
17.3%
43.4%
19.7%
6.9%
9.8%
2.1%
100%

N = 1,501 North Carolina; 1,444 US
* Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

There are marked differences in ages between adult and child-only cases (see
table 1.4). The adults who participate in Work First tend to be much younger than the
custodians of child-only cases: over half of the heads of households with an adult Work
First participant are in their thirties or younger, compared to just 24 percent of the heads
of child-only households.16 The mean age of heads of child-only households is fortynine, compared to forty for adult Work First households.
Table 1.4: Age of Household Head, Current Work First Recipients, 2001
Less than 20
20 to 29
30 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 69
70 or older
Total

Adult Cases
0.0%
23.4%
26.0%
29.5%
13.2%
6.0%
2.0%
100%

Child-Only Cases*
0.0%
8.5%
15.6%
29.4%
24.5%
16.4%
5.6%
100%

N = 478
* Child-only households are those where the only cash-assistance recipient is a minor under the care of a guardian.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

16

It is important to remember that the respondent (or the head of the household, for finance purposes) is not
necessarily the same person as the Work First participant, and so these ages may differ from DSS records.
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Educational Attainment
Unlike race or age but like most other variables in the NCFSS, educational
attainment is a household level statistic and refers to the highest degree attained by either
the head of the household or his or her spouse or partner. The majority of lower-income
households, both in North Carolina and the United States as a whole (61 percent and 58
percent respectively), have at most a high school education (see figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3: Education Level* of Lower-Income Families,
North Carolina, 2001
100%
Less than high school
College graduate

90%
80%

High school graduate
Graduate school

70%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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54%

60%

Attended college
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40%
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11% 7%
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3%

4% 6%

31%

25%
13%
13%
5% 2%

8%
1%

0%
All Low Income** All Current Work
Current Adult
Current ChildN = 1,501
First
Work First
Only***
* Highest degree in the household.
** Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
*** Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income in 2000.
**** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Recent Work
First****

The most important finding here is that current Work First households are not
significantly less educated than other lower-income families. They are no more likely
than other lower-income families to have dropped out of high school, and over onequarter have attended college. Furthermore, when we drop child-only cases17 and look
only at adult Work First participants, we find that these families are less likely to have
dropped out of high school than other lower-income families (13 percent vs. 18 percent
overall). In addition, 40 percent of current adult Work First participants have some postsecondary education. The figures are nearly identical for recent Work First participants.
Income
Although the NCFSS was restricted to households earning less than $30,000,
respondents were asked to categorize their household income as less than $10,000;
$10,000 to $15,000; $15,000 to $20,000; $20,000 to $25,000; or $25,000 to $30,0000.18
While it is preferable to know exact incomes, we decided to use these categories for two
reasons: such direct questions often increase refusal rates (Peterson 2000, 90–91), and
17

Heads of child-only families are older than adult Work First participants, and among adults age is
negatively correlated with education (FRB 1998). As such, they distort the findings on education.
18
Borderline incomes (e.g., $15,000) were assigned to the higher category.
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we needed to ask questions about income, which is an important screening factor, at the
beginning of the survey when trust and rapport between respondent and interviewer are
not yet developed.
While news reports and statistics suggest that lower-income North Carolinians are
somewhat better off than other Americans,19 many families have yet to enjoy the benefits
of economic growth. Most focus group participants felt that the economy was doing
well: “…it is a growing economy. I see Charlotte growing.” However, when asked about
their personal experience, most focus group participants were less upbeat: “They say it's
strong, but us poor folks, we don't feel nothing.” Another participant said:
“The pay still, when you look back, it hasn't changed much, and the cost of living
gets higher and higher…those high rents, they are ridiculous, and you know, when
you go on these jobs they say, ‘we can't afford to pay you but so much,’ and then
you hear that the economy is so [strong].”
Figure 1.4: Household Income of Lower-Income Families,
North Carolina 2001
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N = 1,501
* Households with less than $30,000 in gross annual income in 2000.
** Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
*** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

As with other populations, Work First participants are markedly different from the
general lower-income population (see figure 1.4). The Work First program restricts
income to 200 percent of the poverty line, which, with a large family, can range as high
as $60,000.20 However, the average American family with less than 200 percent of the
poverty line earns just $12,600 a year (FRB 1998). As such, Work First participants
19

Twenty-nine percent of all lower-income U.S. families (under $30,000) earned less than $10,000,
compared to 23 percent for North Carolina (FRB 1998). For an example of national news coverage, see
Nasar and Mitchell (1999).
20
The poverty threshold is higher for larger families. See www.census.gov:80/hhes/poverty/threshld.html
for exact poverty thresholds.
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report substantially lower incomes than other lower-income families: in 2000 nearly half
(44 percent) were among the ‘poorest of the poor,’ earning less than $10,000, and twothirds earned less than $15,000.
Among current Work First families, the income profile of adult and child-only
families is similar, with over 40 percent of both groups earning less than $10,000.
However, one difference is that the income of adult Work First participants is more
dispersed, with larger proportions in both the higher and lower categories.
We find an interesting difference between current and recent Work First
participants. While those who have left the program are less likely to fall in the lowest
income category—27 percent earned less than $10,000, compared to 46 percent of
current participants—they are no more likely to fall into the highest brackets; like current
participants, over 80 percent earn less than $20,000 a year.
Employment
Differences in employment rates between current Work First participants and
lower-income families in general are less dramatic than the income gap described above.
While current Work First households are less likely than other lower-income families to
have at least one full-time employee21 (35 percent vs. 44 percent, respectively), they have
similar overall rates of employment: 47 percent compared to 53 percent for all lowerincome families in North Carolina (see figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: Employment Status of Lower-Income Families,
North Carolina, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

This difference shrinks when we consider only adult Work First participants : 40
percent of adult Work First households have at least one full-time employee and over half
21

A negligible number of households with two part-time workers is included here.
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(56 percent) have at least one worker, compared to 44 percent and 53 percent,
respectively, for the general lower-income population. Child-only households have
similar unemployment rates22 as adult Work First participants (45 percent vs. 42 percent),
although as older families they are much more likely to be retired.23 As such, they are
more likely to rely on social security benefits, which could account for the more uniform
distribution of income in this group (compared to adult Work First families).24
Not surprisingly, the rates of employment are somewhat higher among
households that recently left Work First: 58 percent have at least one employed adult. In
fact, recent Work First households are just as likely as the general population of lowerincome North Carolinians to have at least one full-time worker (46 percent vs. 44
percent).
With the research design and demographic foundation in place, we now turn to
the banking status and savings behavior of lower-income North Carolinians.

22

“Unemployment” here simply means there is no employed adult; it does not correspond to the national or
local unemployment rate, which drops people from the labor force if they have not worked for some time.
23
The NCFSS does not include a separate question about retired households; households where one or
more adults are over age 65 and unemployed are considered retired.
24
Personal communication with a DSS official (20 Aug 2001) supports this notion.

CHAPTER 2
LOWER-INCOME NORTH CAROLINIANS AND BANKING

I. How Many Families Are Unbanked?
The first purpose of the North Carolina Financial Services Survey (NCFSS) was
to “determine the size and composition of the unbanked population of working class
North Carolinians at a high degree of statistical accuracy” (Stegman 2000). We find that
one of every six (17 percent) lower-inome families in North Carolina—over 222,000
households—does not own a bank account (see figure 2.1). This means that a significant
portion of North Carolina working families is without a safe place to save money, uses
more costly means of transacting financial business, and lacks ready access to a wide
range of financial services and products such as auto loans, home mortgages, and
retirement savings. The situation in North Carolina is somewhat better than in the United
States as a whole, where 19 percent of all lower-income households are unbanked (FRB
1998).

Figure 2.1: Banking Status of Lower-Income North
Carolinians, 2001
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* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Recent Work
First**

More problematic, more than a third (35 percent) of current Work First
households in North Carolina are unbanked. Families who have left the Work First
program are even worse off, however; 42 percent of recent Work First participants are
unbanked. This means the already difficult transition from cash assistance to financial
independence includes additional hurdles: paying monthly bills is more time-consuming
and costly, saving money is made more difficult, and investing in long-term financial
security is all but impossible. When we compare current adult Work First participants
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and child-only households, we find that adult Work First families—those who receive
time-limited cash assistance and are required to move from welfare to work—are more
likely than adult Work First participants to be unbanked (38 percent vs. 33 percent,
respectively).
There are also important differences in the types of accounts owned by banked
families. In general, almost all (93 percent) banked lower-income North Carolinians own
a checking account, and a majority (55 percent) have both checking and savings
accounts.25 Current Work First participants who own accounts are more reliant on
savings accounts, however, as 20 percent own only a savings account and just 29 percent
own both checking and savings accounts. Among current Work First participants who
own accounts, adult families are less likely to own checking accounts (72 percent vs. 87
percent for child-only cases). These differences have important implications for the way
these families use banks and raise the possibility that checking accounts are not the most
appropriate kind of bank account for a significant number of Work First families making
the transition to the paid workforce. This and related issues are discussed in greater detail
below.
Banking Background
The NCFSS asked respondents whether they grew up in families that had bank
accounts. We hypothesized that family background and exposure to financial institutions
may play an important role in a person’s relationship with banks as an adult. Less than
two-thirds (60 percent) of lower-income respondents grew up in banked families, and
only a slight majority (56 percent) of current Work First participants’ parents were
banked (see table 2.1). Less than half (46 percent) of all recent Work First families’
parents were banked.
Table 2.1: Banking Status of Parents of Lower-Income North Carolinians, 2001
Overall
Current Work First
Current Adult Work First
Current Child-Only*
Recent Work First**

Parents Had Account
60.2%
56.4%
67.6%
43.1%
46.2%

Banked
Unbanked

65.8%
31.4%

N= 1501
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Our survey included a question that captures a second, more direct aspect of banking
experience: whether unbanked families have owned accounts in the past. A
25

These percentages are derived by dividing the percentages in tables 9 and 9b (e.g., 44.6 percent / 61.9
percent = 72 percent, which is the percent of banked adult Work First participants that own a checking
account).
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significant minority (41 percent) of unbanked families in North Carolina have
owned accounts in the past (see table 2.2). This figure is similar to national findings, as
43 percent of unbanked lower-income American families have previously owned
accounts (FRB 1998). The majority (70 percent) of those North Carolina families have
not owned accounts within the last three years, however.
Table 2.2: Prior Banking Experiences of Unbanked Lower-Income Families, North Carolina, 2001

Overall
Current Work First
Recent Work First*

Owned an
Account Before
41.0%
52.2%
32.8%

Number of Years Since Last Owned an Account:
less than 1
1 to 2
3 to 5
more than 5
12.5%
17.9%
34.6%
35.0%
29.0%
25.7%
27.5%
17.8%
33.4%
15.9%
28.3%
22.4%

N = 418 unbanked, 214 who owned accounts previously
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Unbanked Work First participants are even more likely to have owned accounts in
the past, and a majority of them (55 percent) had accounts within the last three years.
Recent Work First participants without bank accounts are the least likely to have been
banked in the past—just one-third of these families have ever owned accounts. Why
families are unbanked, their interest in opening accounts in the future, and their savings
habits are all related to whether they have prior banking experience and are discussed
below.
II. What Factors Are Related to Bank Account Ownership?
The second objective of the NCFSS is to “identify the factors—financial,
institutional, geographic, or cultural—that limit these households’ access to [financial]
services” (Stegman 2000). Our analysis takes a two-pronged approach. First, using
statistical analysis we examine the broader institutional and socioeconomic factors that
are related to owning a bank account; second, we examine the specific reasons why
families are unbanked, using focus group interviews and open-ended questions from the
survey.
Multivariate Analysis
Research suggests that minorities and those with lower incomes or less education
are more likely to be unbanked (Hogarth 1999; Kennickel 2001; Dunham 2001).
Younger households and those where no adults are employed are also more likely to be
unbanked. Banking may also be related to marital status; at the very least, additional
adults in the family increase the likelihood that someone in the home owns an account.
Although it has been demonstrated that income is strongly associated with bank account
ownership, to our knowledge no previous study has examined the influence of income

Total
100%
100%
100%
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differences in banking status among a lower-income population like that included in the
NCFSS. 26
In addition to these factors, the NCFSS includes a number of variables that have
received little if any attention in studies of the unbanked. To our knowledge, neither
welfare nor Food Stamp status has been included in other studies. It will be important to
know whether these families are more or less likely to own accounts than other lowinome households, as this will have implications for existing banking initiatives like ETA
or basic banking27 will be attractive to Work First participants.
The NCFSS also makes a significant contribution by gathering important
information about respondents’ financial background (i.e., whether a household saves
money and whether the household has a way to borrow $500 in an emergency) and credit
history (i.e., whether the household has been called by a collection agency for overdue
bills and whether respondents have sought help from a credit counselor). Finally, as part
of the NCFSS effort, the Center for Community Capitalism linked county and zip-code
level data to the individual data, so we can also test whether such factors as the number of
bank branches or check cashers in a household’s zip code influences its use of banks.
The results of our analysis (see table 2.328) are consistent with other research. We
find that, controlling for other factors, lower-income households headed by minorities are
more likely to be unbanked than are those headed by whites. African Americans and
Hispanics are half as likely as whites to own accounts, and other minorities
(predominantly Native Americans) are just one-fifth as likely.29 However, neither marital
status nor the number of children in the family influence account ownership.
Less education increases the likelihood of being unbanked. Families with no high
school graduates are just 40 percent as likely as those with at least one college graduate to
own an account. Families with at least one high school graduate but no adult who went
to college are 45 percent as likely as those with at least one college graduate to be
banked. On the other hand, there appears to be no difference between families with an
adult who attended but did not complete college and those who have at least one college
graduate.

26

Most studies include income as a continuous variable and include a larger proportion of high-income
households. While categorical treatment of an inherently continuous measure is not ideal, it does allow us
to detect nonlinear patterns.
27
Some states, such as New York, have required that banks provide low-cost checking accounts.
28
Table 2.3 is a logistic regression which adjusts standard errors for non-independence within zip codes—
in other words, it corrects for the possibility that families living in the same area may share certain
unobserved characteristics.
29
We use odds (which are defined as the probability of the event [being banked] divided by the probability
of the ‘non-event’ [being unbanked]) and odds ratios (which are the ratios of the odds for group A to the
odds for group B) for interpretation of the relative likelihood of owning an account. They are related to,
but distinct from, predicted probabilities.
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Table 2.3: Factors Affecting the Likelihood of Owning a Bank Account, Lower-Income Households, N.C., 2001
Variable
Coefficient
S.E.
Odds Ratio
( 0.68 )
1.34
Constant
0.29
Race / Ethnicity of Household Head (Caucasian is reference)
African American
-0.72 **
( 0.27 )
0.49
Hispanic
-0.70 ^
( 0.38 )
0.49
Other minority
-1.55 **
( 0.51 )
0.21
Marital Status (Unmarried partners is reference)
Single female
-0.11
( 0.18 )
0.90
Single male
-0.11
( 0.46 )
0.89
Married couple
-0.05
( 0.26 )
0.95
Education Level (College graduate is reference)
High school dropout
-0.91 *
( 0.41 )
0.40
High school graduate
-0.79 *
( 0.36 )
0.45
Attended college
-0.17
( 0.36 )
0.84
Work First Status
Current Work First participant
-0.22
( 0.27 )
0.80
Recent Work First participant^
-0.05
( 0.25 )
0.95
Child-only household
0.45 ^
( 0.25 )
1.57
Food Stamp Status
Currently receives food stamps
-0.13
( 0.23 )
0.88
Received food stamps in the past
-0.08
( 0.25 )
0.92
Income (less than $10,000 is reference)
$10,000 to $15,000
0.21
( 0.21 )
1.24
$15,000 to $20,000
0.34
( 0.29 )
1.41
$20,000 to $25,000
0.57 *
( 0.27 )
1.76
$25,000 to $30,000
0.61 *
( 0.31 )
1.83
Other socioeconomic variables
No employed adult
-0.18
( 0.20 )
0.83
Age of head
0.02 **
( 0.01 )
1.02
Number of children
-0.06
( 0.05 )
0.94
Asset Ownership and Prior Financial Experience
Owns a car
0.57 **
( 0.17 )
1.78
Has no savings of any kind
-1.40 *** ( 0.17 )
0.25
Has a way to borrow $500 in an emergency
0.40 *
( 0.20 )
1.49
Parents had an account when respondent was child
0.82 *** ( 0.17 )
2.27
Have worked with a credit counselor to repair bad credit
0.16
( 0.23 )
1.17
Have been called by a collection agency for overdue bills
0.17
( 0.25 )
1.18
Has attended a financial education class
-0.02
( 0.30 )
0.98
Geographic Variables
Number of bank branches in zip code of residence
0.06 *
( 0.03 )
1.06
Number of check cashers in zip code of residence
-0.04 ^
( 0.02 )
0.96
Mecklenburg County
0.19
( 0.26 )
1.21
Wilson and surrounding counties
-0.01
( 0.22 )
0.99
N = 1,116 ;
-2 Log Likelihood: -490.28;
Chi-square: 355.0***
^p <.10; * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 [Factors marked with an asterisk have some degree of statistical significance.]
Odds ratios are defined as the odds for the specific group (i.e., single women) divided by the odds for the
reference group (unmarried partners). Odds are defined as the probability of the event happening (being banked)
divided by the probability of the event not happening (being unbanked).
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Income is positively related to account ownership. There are significant
differences between families earning less than $10,000 and those earning between
$20,000 and $30,000: the latter are between 1.76 and 1.83 times as likely as the former
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to own some kind of bank account. There appears to be no difference between families
earning between $10,000 and $20,000 and those earning less than $10,000, however.
Contrary to other research, among lower-income North Carolinians, once we
control for income and other factors, employed and unemployed adult households are
equally likely to unbanked. We also find that, controlling for other factors, families who
have recently transitioned off of welfare are just as likely to be unbanked as current Work
First participants. This is also true for former Food Stamp recipients—they are as likely
to be unbanked as those who do not currently receive benefits.
We included a variable that asked families if they have any kind of savings at all.
Families were asked about a wide range of savings, not just bank accounts but also
stocks, bonds, retirement plans, CDs, cash life insurance, and even cash or gold kept in
the home. This broad conception makes it possible for families to have savings even if
they are unbanked. We also found that even when families are banked they do not
necessarily consider themselves to have savings: nearly one-quarter (23 percent) of all
banked families say they have no savings.30 As such, savings is not tautologically tied to
banking and is included in the model.
We find that families who do not save money are substantially less likely—just 25
percent as likely—to own bank accounts as families who save.31 Similarly, families who
have a way to borrow $500 in an emergency are 1.5 times as likely to own accounts.32
We reported earlier that, in general, families whose parents were banked were
more likely themselves to own an account. Other things equal, respondents who grew up
in families who were banked are more than twice as likely as other families to be banked
themselves. This implies that there may be important cultural factors associated with
people’s relationships with banks and that families without historical ties to banks may
require significant effort on the part of the financial institutions in order to enter the
financial mainstream.
Finally, the density of banking opportunities does seem to influence account
ownership. For every additional bank branch in a household’s zip code of residence, the
likelihood of the household being banked increases by 6 percent. Moreover, controlling
for family-specific factors, for every additional check cashing outlet in a household’s zip
code of residence, the likelihood of the household being banked decreases by 4 percent.33

30

This finding makes sense in light of the small size of many of their accounts, explored in greater detail
later in the chapter.
31
Causal interpretation is difficult here, as bank accounts can encourage savings just as savings habits can
drive account ownership. We include it because it captures an important but otherwise unobserved
characteristic—the desire to save.
32
We are able to include this variable in the model because, unlike some asset measures, it is not directly
tied to banking.
33
Because we oversampled households from Mecklenburg and Wilson counties, we also included these
variables as controls, but we found no differences between them and other counties in North Carolina.
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Open-Ended Questions
The NCFSS asked respondents the open-ended question: “What are the main
reasons why you do not have a bank account?” 34
Responses were organized into seven broad categories (see table 2.4):
•

Cost. There were multiple cost elements cited by respondents. The three most
commonly cited were: “Do not have amount of money required to open an
account;” “ATM or bank fees too high;” and “minimum balance is too high.”35

•

Need. The Survey of Consumer Finances reports that the single most common
reason a family gives for not owning a checking account is “do not write enough
checks to make it worthwhile.” We classified this and similar rationales as “do
not need,” and because our focus group found several instances of unbanked
people using the accounts of friends or relatives, we precoded a separate response
as “do not need, have alternative source.”

•

Efficiency. Responses that mentioned long bank lines, trouble managing a
checking account, or the long time it takes for checks to clear are included here.

•

Security. Some focus group participants mentioned security and trust issues
when discussing the drawbacks of banks, so we included multiple responses in
this category, including “bank might report account information to the
government,” the lack of safety where banks or ATM’s are located, and the fear
that the bank would make a mistake.

•

Convenient access. This category is restricted to inconveniences caused by bank
location or hours of operation.

•

Account denial. Respondents cited a variety of reasons why they cannot own
bank accounts, including bad credit, the need for a social security number or other
identification, and a history of writing bad checks.

•

Atmosphere. Any response that mentioned a general distaste for banks, an
unwelcome feeling, lack of respect, or language or other cultural barriers is
included here.

The two primary reasons for not owning accounts are expense and lack of need.
Nearly half of all unbanked families find bank accounts to be too expensive (see table
34

Interviewers did not read a list of reasons for respondents to choose from, although interviewers placed
respondents’ answers into one of many precoded categories. Responses were recorded verbatim when they
did not fit existing categories. Although multiple responses were allowed, most participants provided only
one reason.
35
We include minimum balance as a cost for two reasons: first, focus group participants treated minimum
balance requirements as a cost of banking; second, banks use minimum balance options to offset the cost of
accounts.
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2.4). Slightly fewer (46 percent) Work First participants feel this way, although this is
still the most important reason. Cost is even more significant for recent Work First
participants, nearly two-thirds of whom cite this as the main reason for not owning an
account.
Table 2.4: Most Important Reason Why Lower-Income North Carolinians Are Unbanked,* 2001
Too expensive
Don't need an account
Difficult or inefficient to use
Not enough security or privacy
Bad location or hours
Not allowed to have an account
Unfriendly atmosphere, language
Total:

Overall
48.5%
32.0%
4.2%
4.7%
0.3%
5.7%
4.7%
100%

Current Work First
46.2%
32.2%
8.8%
6.8%
0.1%
2.0%
3.8%
100%

Recent Work First**
59.7%
29.6%
2.9%
6.2%
0.5%
0.9%
0.2%
100%

N = 427 unbanked
*Question asked for the main reasons for not owning an account. First response is listed here.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

When we break down the cost item (not shown) into the specific responses it
represents, we find that the most commonly cited cost feature is the minimum initial
deposit required to open the account: 79 percent of respondents who mentioned a costrelated reason for not owning an account cited the opening deposit specifically. This
pattern holds for current and recent Work First participants as well. Of course, the first
obstacle unbanked households face when they try to open an account is gathering enough
money for the opening deposit, so it is possible that they view barriers sequentially and
do not consider other potential barriers (such as monthly fees) until they confront them.
We also separated current Work First participants according to prior account
ownership (not shown) and found some differences: current Work First participants who
had owned accounts in the past were less likely than those who had never owned an
account to say they did not need an account (28 percent vs. 39 percent). Also, almost
none of the previously banked had problems with an unfriendly atmosphere at their bank,
compared with 10 percent of those who have never owned accounts. However, the most
common reason that both groups of Work First families are unbanked continues to be
cost (43 percent for those who have never owned an account, and 49 percent for those
who previously owned an account).
Focus Group Insights
Focus group participants gave a wide range of reasons why they or their friends
do not own accounts. Many talked about not needing an account or not knowing why
accounts are important:
“People that didn’t have accounts usually don’t have a lot of responsibility.
That’s the way I was figuring it because the more responsibility you get you’re
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going to be too tired to be running around all over town. You going to be
thinking about saving more so then you would have accounts.”
“Some probably just basically don’t really know, you know, and I think someone
just, you just use to doing something one way you always just having cash, you
know,…and it can be scary to some people I believe, you know, you say get a
checking account or something like that, you know? But I think a lot of it is not
knowing, not knowing the importance of it.”
“Our parents, parents before were not use to having those types of things so I just,
you know, it’s just not for everybody. I mean, not everybody is not comfortable
with that.”
Others felt they did not have enough money to make an account worthwhile. This
type of comment was not always the initial response to why they lacked an account, but it
often came up when participants were asked whether they would like to open one in the
future.
“I have never had enough money to put it in there and let it sit there for a week until
the next paycheck.”
However, the most common reason for not owning an account was to avoid
overdrawing a checking account:
“I mean, you know, that cash, to me cash is, I’d rather pay and be done with it and
be honest and don’t have to worry about the debt on over limit or…not having
it…if you ain’t got no money then you ain’t got no money, but if you got that
checking account it’s going to make you want to go out there and write that
check…try to beat the bank.”
“At one time I did have a checking account and I overwrote and (inaudible) and it
cost me more and it, you know, for that check, you know, so I said no, this is not
for me.”
“It’s an overdraft so it just, you know, when you use to, when, because I believe
that, you know, we go back to when we came along we didn’t have those type of
things so we wasn’t use to it.”
“I had a checking account. The only thing about checking accounts is you can go
crazy with a pencil sometimes. You get carried away and you start writing too many
checks. So I quit messing with checking.”
Sometimes respondents linked their past performance with a checking account to a
bank later denying an account. Sometimes they cited the Chex system, which screens
account applicants:
“My sister worked for First Union and so many people get turned down. You know,
if you messed up an account in the past…”
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Relatively few respondents mentioned an unwelcome atmosphere at the bank,
although these comments were more likely to come from African-American participants:
“That bank, it happened at that bank name, too. They treat you different if you are
black or white coming in that bank. That's a fact. I have a friend that got account
there, and the way you be treated at that bank, if you go to the Bank of America or
something, you treated different.”
Finally, one respondent said she closed her account because it made it too easy to
spend money:
“I worked in the receiving department of a department store, so I saw that
merchandise before it hit the floor so I saw myself running to the bank because
the bank was right in the shopping center…and I found myself on my lunch break
running to the bank getting the money out to buy that merchandise. And then
eventually I spent it and spent it, spend it then you look one day and your balance
is zero…Well, I was then running to the bank [to] draw it out by [closing time].”
III. Banking Behavior, Assets, and Savings
Banked lower-income families tend to have relatively modest balances—half
have less than $844 in all their accounts combined (see table 2.5). This is especially true
of current Work First participants, half of whom have $56 or less in their bank accounts.
The average banked Work First family has a combined balance of $644. Families who
have recently left Work First are slightly better off, with a median combined balance of
$141 and an average combined balance of $745. We did not find any significant
differences between adult and child-only Work First families.
Table 2.5: Account Balances of Banked Lower-Income North Carolinians, 2001

Checking account balance
Savings account balance
Combined account balance

Overall
Median Mean
$500 $1,552
$0
$1,959
$844 $3,511

Current Work First
Median Mean
$23
$405
$0
$239
$56
$644

Recent Work First*
Median
Mean
$61
$476
$5
$269
$141
$745

N = 560
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The importance of bank accounts for Work First families, however, should be
judged by their relative, not absolute, size: for lower-income families nationwide, bank
account balances, though small, represent over half (51 percent) of all financial assets
owned by the family, and one-sixth (16 percent) of all assets, including bank accounts,
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, money market accounts, cash life insurance, retirement
plans, cars, and homes (FRB 1998). In fact, combined balances are negatively correlated
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with their proportion of total financial assets, so the smaller a family’s balance, the
greater relative importance it has for them (FRB 1998).
Bank Accounts, Assets, and Savings
Assets are the stuff of wealth and the cornerstone of financial stability. We asked
respondents whether they owned a wide range of assets—from stocks and bonds to gold
or cash in the home. Most lower-income families own a house, car, and bank account,
and relatively few own other forms of assets, such as CDs, pension plans, or stocks (see
table 2.6). For current Work First families, the only assets held by a majority of families
are cars and bank accounts, further evidence of the greater relative importance of bank
accounts for these families.
Of all assets, the most significant (in terms of value for most families, regardless
of income) is a house. We find that 59 percent of all lower-income families in North
Carolina own their home, compared to 49 percent of all lower-income families
nationwide (FRB 1998). We also find that 40 percent of all current Work First families
own their home. There is a significant gap in homeownership between adult and childonly cases, however: nearly half (47 percent) of child-only households own their home,
compared to just over one-quarter (26 percent) of adult Work First families.36 Recent
Work First participants are no better off, as roughly one-quarter (23 percent) own their
homes. It is important to recognize that homeownership is not only an important
financial achievement in itself but is strongly correlated (although not necessarily the
cause of) ownership of other assets, such as bank accounts, CDs, stocks, bonds,
retirement plans, and cars.
Table 2.6: Assets of Lower-Income North Carolinians, 2001

Percent that own:
Home
Car
Bank account
Stocks or bonds
CD
Retirement account
Cash
Business
Cash life insurance

Overall
59.4%
83.4%
83.2%
20.2%
17.8%
21.6%
19.0%
5.2%
19.3%

Current Work First
39.8%
72.0%
65.1%
4.8%
4.4%
11.6%
20.8%
5.3%
24.2%

Current Adult Current Child-Only*
Work First
Work First
Recent Work First**
25.8%
46.7%
22.6%
71.6%
72.3%
56.7%
61.9%
67.7%
57.2%
7.5%
2.5%
6.0%
3.6%
5.1%
2.7%
7.7%
14.8%
3.3%
23.1%
18.8%
2.8%
4.8%
5.8%
1.2%
25.7%
22.9%
14.5%

N = 1,501
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

36

If this result sounds surprisingly high to those familiar with the adult Work First population, it is
important to understand that the question was worded so that “home” can refer to mobile home and
‘homeowner’ can include the respondent “or some member of your family.” Thus, a respondent could live
in a home owned by relatives and still be considered a homeowner for purposes of this survey.
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The NCFSS also asked families where they kept most of their savings (see table
2.7). One-third of all lower-income families, as well as nearly half of current Work First
participants and half of all recent Work First participants, have no savings at all.
Table 2.7: Primary Savings Location for Lower-Income North Carolinians, 2001

Stocks or bonds
CD
Retirement plan
Bank account
Cash or gold
Business
Cash life insurance
Other
No savings
Total:

Overall
7.3%
6.0%
4.8%
32.7%
3.3%
0.9%
4.6%
7.6%
32.7%
100%

Current
Work First
2.1%
1.1%
3.1%
21.3%
10.4%
0.1%
7.7%
9.0%
45.2%
100%

Current Adult
Work First
2.3%
0.3%
2.2%
20.0%
10.9%
0.1%
6.0%
9.9%
48.3%
100%

Current
Child-Only*
2.0%
1.8%
3.9%
22.4%
9.9%
0.1%
9.1%
8.3%
42.7%
100%

Recent
Work First**
2.6%
0.2%
1.6%
23.1%
9.2%
1.6%
2.3%
9.1%
50.3%
100%

N = 1,501
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Reinforcing the importance of bank accounts for long-term financial stability,
almost half (49 percent) of all lower-income families with some savings said they kept the
majority of their savings in their bank account.37 For current Work First participants
with some savings, the importance of bank accounts relative to other ways of saving is
diluted, with just over one-third (35 percent) reporting they keep the majority of their
savings in their account. The primary reasons for this are higher unbanked rates among
Work First participants and the fact that nearly one-fifth (18 percent) of them keep most
of their savings in their home.
Several focus group participants commented about “mattress” money, particularly
in reference to older relatives:
“I remember my Grandma, she use to keep money in her mattress. She didn’t
believe in the banks so she, when she died, my aunt found hundreds and hundreds
of dollars in her mattress.”
“I know my dad, when he died, we found a wooden box with money locked up in
it. I mean it was in the thousands.”
“I used to work for a family, there was a grandmother, my boss and his mother
worked in there, and she would cash our checks for us, and every time she cashed
our checks for us she would say, "How much you putting away?" I would give her
37

This figure excludes those who have no savings, and can be derived from table 2.7 by dividing the bank
account percentage by the sum of all percentages, excluding the no savings response.
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at least $20, because she was always saying, "You have got to save for the future." I
had $7,000 when I left. That was while I was supporting me and my first husband.”
When we asked respondents how often they added to their savings, we found a
sharp divide between regular savers and those who added to their savings only
infrequently (see figure 2.2). For all lower-income families, and current and recent Work
First participants specifically, roughly one-third said they either added to their savings
only once in the past twelve months or not at all. However, this finding is balanced by
the fact that a large number of lower-income families save regularly. This includes 42
percent of all lower-income families and 39 percent of current Work First participants.

100%

Figure 2.2: Lower-Income Families' Saving Regularity
Over The Past Year, N.C., 2001
At least once per month
Once every few months
Only once
Did not add to savings in last year

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

42%

30%

42%

39%

40%
25% 27%

28% 27%

29%

34%

33%

20%
10%

7%

6%

4%

32% 32%

28%

29%

28%

8%
2%

0%

Overall

Current Work
First

Current Adult
Work First

Current ChildOnly*

N = 931 households with some savings.
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Sources: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Recent Work
First**

The NCFSS also asked respondents who had savings why they keep their money
where they do. This was an open-ended question, and we organized responses in the
following four categories:
•

Safe or secure. Some respondents said they wouldn’t have to worry about losing
their money or having it stolen.

•

Earns higher interest. Responses that mentioned financial returns on
investments fall in this category.

•

Easier to save. Some respondents appreciated that their savings vehicle made it
easier for them to save, often either by making it easier to add to savings or harder
to remove money.

•

Easier to access money. In contrast to those who appreciated not being able to
access their money easily, others chose their savings location for the opposite
reason, and their responses are included here.
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For all lower-income families, and for current and recent Work First participants
specifically, security is the most important factor, with roughly half of all groups
mentioning this as the primary reason for their choice (see table 2.8). The second most
common reason is that their savings location made it easier for them to save, either by
making it easy to deposit money or harder to withdraw. Interestingly, financial return—
which is probably one of the most important factors for higher income families—is
relatively unimportant: just 14 percent of all lower-income families, and no more than 7
percent of current or recent Work First participants, mention it.
Table 2.8: Lower-Income North Carolinians' Main Reason for Keeping Savings in Primary Location, 2001

Safe place / security
Earns higher interest
Easier to save / harder to access
Easier to access money
Other
Total:

Overall
49.3%
14.4%
20.0%
9.8%
6.4%
100%

Current
Work First
52.9%
5.0%
31.0%
6.9%
4.3%
100%

Current Adult
Current
Work First Child-Only*
47.9%
57.5%
5.3%
4.6%
38.2%
24.4%
4.2%
9.3%
4.4%
4.2%
100%
100%

Recent
Work First**
51.5%
7.2%
30.6%
5.2%
5.6%
100%

N = 783
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Finally, the NCFSS asked respondents about the most important reason they
saved. These open-ended responses are reported in table 2.9. The most important reason
for saving is precautionary—to enable families to pay for unanticipated health care costs
or to meet other emergencies. Of all lower-income families, 43 percent mentioned this,
as did 45 percent of all current Work First families. While saving for education (either
their own or their children’s) was not as important for the overall population of lowerincome families, it was among the most important reasons for almost a third of all current
Work First participants.
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Table 2.9: Lower-Income North Carolinians' Primary Reason for Saving, 2001

Emergencies, health care
Education
Retirement
Vacations, holidays
Home purchase, repair, moving
Bills, taxes
Other
No reason
Total:

Overall
43.0%
10.9%
10.1%
6.5%
3.9%
3.6%
3.1%
19.0%
100%

Current
Work First
45.4%
31.1%
5.6%
4.5%
5.0%
2.0%
0.5%
6.0%
100%

Current Adult
Work First
34.9%
34.1%
9.8%
4.6%
4.9%
4.4%
0.6%
6.7%
100%

Current
Child-Only*
54.0%
28.7%
2.2%
4.4%
5.0%
0.0%
0.4%
5.4%
100%

Recent
Work First**
25.4%
17.3%
1.1%
24.1%
6.1%
0.1%
0.2%
25.8%
100%

N = 698
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

What Families Like or Dislike about Their Accounts
The NCFSS found further evidence of the importance of bank accounts when
banked respondents were asked about the things they like and dislike about their bank
accounts. Again, these questions were open ended, with multiple precoded answers that
interviewers used to categorize responses; any response that did not fit precoded
categories was recorded verbatim. The question referred to checking accounts for those
who owned checking accounts, and savings accounts otherwise.
We collapsed the more than fifty different things people told us they like about their
bank account into eight broad categories:
•

Convenient access. Responses citing hours of operation or the location of
branches or ATMs are included here.

•

Efficient or easy to use. Respondents who mentioned that their accounts were
“easy to use” or “fast” or that “deposited checks clear quickly” had their reasons
included here.

•

Account features. This includes all instances where a respondent mentioned a
specific account feature, such as direct deposit or automatic bill payment.

•

Safe or secure. Unlike the security category in table 2.4, this refers almost
exclusively to safety around bank locations and ATMs, as very few respondents
mentioned the security of deposits.
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•

Welcoming atmosphere. Some respondents who mentioned that their bank has a
friendly atmosphere, that their friends or relatives are bank employees, or that
they see friends at the bank.

•

Low cost. Any responses that mentioned a cost-related benefit to the account,
both general comments (“cheap”) and specific items (“lots of free checks”), are
included here. As with table 2.4, we also include low or no minimum balance
responses here.

•

Helps save money. Some respondents felt that their bank account helped them
save money or made it “easier to budget.” All such comments are recorded here.

•

No particular reason. In most cases, non-responses or “don’t know” responses
are considered missing values and are excluded from tables. However, the
NCFSS design distinguished between “don’t knows,” refusals, and responses
indicating there was nothing special about their account. Such responses differ in
subtle but meaningful ways from refusals (which are considered missing values
here), as they suggest an overall neutrality (or, taken with the dislike question, a
negative attitude) about the account or bank.

Table 2.10: Primary Reason Why Lower-Income North Carolinians Like Their Bank Account,* 2001

Convenient hours or location
Easy or efficient to use
Account features (e.g., bill payment, direct deposit)
Security
Feel comfortable at the bank
Inexpensive
Helps to save money, establish credit
No particular reason
Total:

Overall
15.8%
14.7%
10.1%
2.6%
3.5%
21.9%
1.2%
30.2%
100%

Current Work First Recent Work First**
17.6%
19.7%
8.4%
14.0%
11.7%
12.2%
2.4%
0.7%
3.7%
1.5%
14.4%
28.4%
4.1%
1.5%
37.7%
22.2%
100%
100%

N = 923 banked
*Question referred to checking account if R owned one, savings account otherwise.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Few respondents (10 percent) mentioned specific features that they liked about
their accounts, while nearly a third (30 percent) of respondents cited no particular reason
why they like their account (see table 2.10). More than one in five overall (22 percent)—
14 percent of current Work First households and 28 percent of recent Work First
households—cited low cost as the best feature. Another third of all banked households
cited convenience—either in terms of location (16 percent) or the ease with which they
can use their accounts (15 percent)—as the feature they found most appealing about their
bank account.
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We also asked families what they disliked most about their bank accounts (see
table 2.10). As with the earlier open-ended questions, we organized the large number of
open-ended responses into a smaller set of broader categories:
•

Inefficient or difficult to use. Responses citing problems managing an account,
balancing a checkbook, checks taking a long time to clear, or “slow to operate”
are included here.

•

Inconvenient access. This corresponds to the convenience category above and is
restricted to comments on the poor location or inconvenient hours of operation of
respondent’s bank branch or ATM.

•

Expensive. Any cost-related response is included here.

•

Unwelcome atmosphere. This refers to complaints of feeling unwelcome or
uncomfortable at the bank.

•

Unsafe or not secure. Again, this refers to comments on the safety of branch or
ATM locations, or the fear of a bank mistake resulting in monetary loss.

•

No particular reason. As in earlier tables, this does not include “don’t know” or
refusals and suggests that the respondent does not have any significant problems
with their account.

•
Table 2.11: Primary Reason Lower-Income North Carolinians Dislike Their Bank Account,* 2001

Slow or hard to use
Bad hours or location
Expensive
Unfriendly atmosphere
Unsafe / worried about mistakes
No particular reason

Overall
8.1%
0.3%
18.1%
0.1%
0.7%
72.8%

Current Work First
11.1%
0.1%
28.6%
0.0%
1.4%
58.7%

Recent Work First**
4.0%
1.8%
18.3%
0.0%
0.1%
75.9%

N = 923 banked
*Question referred to checking account if R owned one, savings account otherwise.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The most significant finding in Table 2.11 is that nearly three quarters (73
percent) of all respondents did not cite something they disliked about their bank account.
Virtually no respondents cited problems with access (location or hours), atmosphere, or
security, and only a small number (8 percent) mentioned some difficulty using their
account. The only significant problem, mentioned by less than one-fifth of all
respondents, is cost, although a larger proportion of current Work First participants (29
percent vs. 18 percent overall) cite high costs as the feature they dislike most about their
accounts.
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When we linked the results of Tables 2.10 and 2.11 (not shown), we found high
overall levels of satisfaction with bank accounts: exactly half of all banked respondents
had only positive things to say about their bank account, and roughly an additional
quarter (23 percent) were neutral, leaving just over a quarter (27 percent) who had
negative or mixed views. Work First participants were more mixed in their appraisals,
with just 38 percent offering unqualified approval.
Direct Deposit
The NCFSS found high rates of direct deposit use among banked and recently
banked families. Roughly 60 percent of all lower-income families who are currently
banked—or who owned accounts in the past two years—report having received direct
deposit at least once during that period (see table 2.12). We find remarkably similar
results for current and recent Work First families, which is somewhat surprising,
considering that these families may be more likely to take temporary or part-time jobs.38
Perhaps the most important finding is that just one-third of all families who were recently
banked (but currently unbanked) had also received direct deposit, compared to nearly
two-thirds (63 percent) of banked families. Viewed the other way, just 1 percent of
families who have received direct deposit are unbanked, compared to 11 percent of
families who did not receive direct deposit (but who had accounts). This suggests that
direct deposit may play an important role in keeping families in the financial mainstream.
Table 2.12: Banked and Recently Unbanked Families' Use of Direct Deposit,* N.C., 2001
Overall
Current Work First
Current Adult Work First
Current Child-Only*
Recent Work First**
Banked
Recently Unbanked***

Percent
62.0%
61.0%
54.9%
63.4%
59.0%
62.7%
34.2%

N= 1,501
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001
*** Unbanked households that owned an account in the last two years.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Because direct deposit is of particular interest to policymakers, the NCFSS asked
respondents what things they liked and disliked about it. As with earlier like/dislike
questions, responses were open-ended and condensed into fewer broad categories:
•

38

Convenient. Most respondents in this category mentioned only general
comments like “convenient,” “money comes on time,” or “easy.”

However, we have no reason to believe that Work First families misunderstood the question, as almost
all of them mentioned some specific reason they liked direct deposit.
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•

Money is secure. Several respondents highlighted the fact that direct deposit is
more secure, with responses like “money cannot be stolen” or “don’t have to
worry about postman taking or losing the check.”

•

Makes it easier to save. Some respondents found that direct deposit made it
easier for them to save money; not having to cash their whole check, they tended
to carry around less cash.

•

Required for account. Several banks offer discounted fees if the account holder
receives direct deposit; a few respondents mentioned this, although this response
does not indicate that they like anything about direct deposit.

•

No particular reason. As with earlier like/dislike questions, the NCFSS
separates non-responses from “nothing” responses, which suggest either neutrality
or dislike.

The vast majority of families using direct deposit appreciate its convenience (see
table 2.13). They also like the security that direct deposit affords, and this feature is
relatively more important to current Work First families than to others.

Table 2.13: Primary Reason Lower-Income Families Like Direct Deposit,* N.C., 2001

Convenient
Money is secure
Makes it easier to save
Required for account
No reason
Total:

Overall
74.9%
19.7%
1.1%
1.1%
3.2%
100%

Current Work First
64.4%
27.7%
0.1%
1.2%
6.6%
100%

Recent Work First**
82.2%
11.7%
3.5%
2.9%
0.7%
100%

N = 675
*Question was asked of respondents who had received direct deposit within the last two years.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The reasons families dislike direct deposit are also categorized:
•

Unreliable. Some respondents expressed disappointment that direct deposit did
not always arrive on time. A few respondents also mentioned problems with
delays caused by holidays or with “accounting mix-ups.”

•

Want to see money/dislike ATMs. Some respondents said they liked to
physically hold their checks or disliked “not having money in my hand.” Some
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also had problems dealing with ATMs, or with ATM location, which they
associated with direct deposit.
•

Cost. A few respondents attributed increases in bank fees to direct deposit; others
said that direct deposit had caused them to overdraw their accounts.

•

No particular reason. Again, respondents who said there was nothing they
disliked about direct deposit are included here.

Table 2.14: Primary Reason Lower-Income Families Dislike Direct Deposit,* N.C., 2001
Unreliable, money not always on time
Want to see money, dislike ATM's
Cost
Nothing
Other reason
Total:

Overall
11.6%
7.1%
1.9%
78.6%
0.7%
100%

Current Work First Recent Work First**
22.4%
28.2%
5.3%
3.5%
0.1%
1.4%
71.8%
66.4%
0.4%
0.5%
100%
100%

N = 675
*Question was asked of respondents who had received direct deposit within the last two years.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Over three-quarters of direct deposit users said there was nothing they disliked
about the service (see table 2.14). The vast majority of both current (72 percent) and
recent (66 percent) Work First participants also found nothing they disliked about it.
However, a minority of users mentioned problems with the reliability of the deposits, and
current and recent Work First participants were more likely to be among them. Very few
respondents said direct deposit was more expensive, which is consistent with the fact that
many banks will waive fees if the account holder receives direct deposit.
When we combine results from tables 2.13 and 2.14 (as we did for bank accounts
in general), we find very clear support for direct deposit, as over three-quarters (77
percent) of all lower-income families (and two-thirds of current and recent Work First
families) only had good things to say about it (see table 2.14). A small proportion (20
percent) offered mixed reviews of the service, and almost none were completely negative
or neutral.
This overall positive attitude was also reflected in the comments of focus group
participants:
“Well, it’s convenient for me…I know it’s there because at one time, well, you
never know what can happen on the job and if your money is direct deposit it’s
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going to be there, because when we had that emergency with the weather I think
the bank, something happened at a bank where we had our account at and at that
time everything shut down. I think that was when it snowed. And the ones that
had direct deposit received their money and others had to wait several days.”
“I spend less money if it is direct deposited, and I know it's there.”
“I like it…Your social security number isn't floating around in the mail.”
“The ATM cards and the direct deposit are important, because if I see my money, if
I cash my check and I have enough money in my hand, I ain't going to no bank. I
mean, I will stop by the mall. I will stop and pay this little bit here and this little bit
here, and by the time I get home I am saying, ‘Oh my God, I am $50 short, I don't
know what I am going to do.’”
When there are errors with direct deposit, however, respondents tend to remember
them:
“They say you are going to get paid on Wednesday at midnight, but his checks never
go in until 8:00 in the morning. A couple of months ago it didn't get in there until
Friday morning. He wasn't satisfied with that part of it.”
A significant part of the NCFSS asked families about their use of bank accounts,
credit and charge cards, and other sources of credit, including payday lenders and
pawnbrokers. These and related issues, such as the extent of excessive consumer debt,
are discussed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
FINANCIAL DISTRESS AND EDUCATION
I. Managing Household Finances
In addition to issues of long-term financial security—such as banking status—the
NCFSS included a set of questions designed to gather information about day-to-day
financial behavior. Specifically, these are the ways lower-income families receive
income, how they pay bills and transact business, and how effectively they use and
manage credit. These are the small, daily decisions—like making a habit of cashing
paychecks—that can have long-term implications.
The intent of this chapter is to learn more about the areas of financial management
that lower-income families are doing well and where improvement can be made. The
first section covers how lower-income families receive income, what they do with the
money once they receive it, and how they pay their bills. The next section takes an indepth look at the two primary alternatives to banks, check cashers and pawnshops. The
last sections cover lower-income families’ use of credit and their savings habits.
Cashing Checks
“The ATM cards and the direct deposit are important, because if I see my money, if
I cash my check and I have enough money in my hand, I ain't going to no bank. I
mean, I will stop by the mall. I will stop and pay this little bit here and this little bit
here, and by the time I get home I am saying, ‘Oh my God, I am $50 short, I don't
know what I am going to do.”
Because a number of focus group comments suggest that carrying cash leads to
unwise impulse spending, we decided to ask respondents how they received their primary
income and what they did with it afterwards. While this alone does not signify poor
financial management, we have found that depositing checks is negatively correlated with
some kinds of credit problems, such as overdrawing checking accounts and being
referred to a collection agency. These are explored in greater detail later in the chapter.
The important finding from our survey is that over half of all banked Work First
households always deposit their paychecks (see figure 3.1). However, we find a stark
difference between adult and child-only cases: only one-third of all banked adult Work
First participants always deposit their checks.
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Figure 3.1: Proportion of Banked Lower-Income Families
Who Always Deposit Their Income Check, N.C., 2001
Always deposits income checks
64%

60%
52%
44%
33%

All Banked

Current Work
First

Current Adult
Work First

Current ChildOnly*

Recent Work
First**

N = 1,049
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

The NCFSS next asked those respondents who sometimes cash their family’s
income checks (either paychecks or benefit checks) where they usually cash them. The
vast majority (79 percent) of people who cash checks do so at banks (see table 3.1). Even
the majority (57 percent) of unbanked families usually cash their checks at a bank.
Among current Work First households specifically, we find that two-thirds cash their
checks at the bank. The only group for which the majority usually cash their checks at
some place other than a bank was unbanked Work First participants, and even then nearly
half (47 percent) usually use a bank. The only other financial institutions regularly used
by a significant number of families are grocery stores. It is also important to note that
very few families regularly use check cashers to cash their income checks.
Table 3.1: Place Where Lower-Income Families Usually Cash Checks,* N.C., 2001

Bank
Grocery store
Workplace
Check casher
Other
Total:

Overall
79.4%
12.5%
4.1%
0.7%
3.3%
100%

Banked
91.6%
6.6%
1.6%
0.2%
0.0%
100%

Unbanked
56.6%
23.5%
9.0%
1.4%
9.5%
100%

All Current
Work First
66.5%
22.6%
0.8%
2.3%
7.7%
100%

Banked
Work First
89.0%
10.0%
0.0%
0.9%
0.1%
100%

Unbanked
Work First
47.1%
33.5%
1.6%
3.6%
14.3%
100%

N = 901
* Of those who at least sometimes cash their check.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Paying Bills
Next, the NCFSS asked families how they usually pay their monthly bills. The
three primary methods are check, cash, and money order. Without knowing the family
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context, we cannot tell which method makes the most sense; there are, however, costs
associated with all three. Checking account fees can run $5 to $10 per month, and
bounced check penalties can make checking accounts even more expensive. Paying by
cash usually entails significant costs in time and travel for each transaction, especially
when payment has to be made in person, to multiple offices. Finally, money orders cost
between $.50 and $1.00 each, so depending on volume, paying bills in this way can be
costly too.
Three-quarters of all lower-income families pay their bills by check (see table
3.2). For unbanked families, cash is the preferred method of payment, with half of these
families usually paying bills this way. Money orders are used by roughly one-third of all
unbanked families, and a small minority report paying their bills by check. This may
sound contradictory, but some unbanked families use the accounts of friends or relatives,
as demonstrated by one focus group participant who said, “For my car payment, I just give
it to my mom and she writes the check.”
Current Work First families, even when banked, are less likely to pay their bills
by check: just two-thirds of banked Work First families pay their bills that way,
compared to three-quarters of all banked families. One banked focus group respondent
said she used both cash and money orders to pay her bills:
“Well, our rent, I have to get a money order. But my light bill or something like
that, or my telephone bill or cable, I pay cash.”
The primary alternative to paying by check is cash; 28 percent of all Work First
families, and half of all unbanked Work First families, pay their bills this way. The
pattern for recent Work First families is very similar, except that unbanked recent Work
First participants are more likely to pay their bills by money order (52 percent) than by
cash (37 percent).
Table 3.2: Ways Lower-Income Families Usually Pay Bills, N.C., 2001
Method of Payment:
Overall
Banked
Unbanked

Check
75.4%
86.8%
17.4%

Cash
14.4%
7.2%
50.6%

Money Order
10.1%
5.9%
31.5%

Other
0.1%
0.1%
0.5%

Total
100%
100%
100%

All Current Work First
Banked Work First
Unbanked Work First

48.4%
67.5%
11.2%

28.4%
17.6%
49.5%

21.9%
13.1%
39.0%

1.3%
1.8%
0.3%

100%
100%
100%

Recent Work First*
Banked Recent Work First*
Unbanked Recent Work First*

42.5%
66.4%
9.1%

25.1%
16.4%
37.3%

31.5%
17.0%
51.8%

0.9%
0.2%
1.8%

100%
100%
100%

N = 1,501
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.
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Money Orders and Wire Transfers
Money orders are an important method of payment for some groups of lowerincome families, particularly Work First families. Forty percent of all lower-income
North Carolinians purchased a money order in 2000 (see table 3.3). On average, these
families purchased thirty money orders a year, costing approximately $.75 each, or $24
per family for the year. Compared to a typical checking account, which may cost $60 a
year, this is a relatively inexpensive option.
Most (69 percent) current Work First families purchased at least one money order
in the past year, and these families averaged nearly forty money orders per year. Recent
Work First families were the most likely to use a money order, with 80 percent having
done so in the past year.
Not surprisingly, we find that, overall, banked families are less reliant on money
orders, and unbanked families more. However, unbanked Work First families, both
current and recent, were less likely than banked families to have bought a money order.
Exactly why this is the case is unclear, but it is possible that unbanked Work First
families have less business to transact.
Regardless of the extent of use, however, money orders do not appear to put a
significant financial burden on any of these groups, as no group paid, on average, more
than $30 per year. When we looked at the data in detail (not shown), we found that half
of all money order users paid less than $9 per year, and 90 percent paid less than $72 per
year.
Table 3.3: Lower-Income Families Use of Money Orders, N.C., 2001
Bought a Money Order
40.0%
35.9%
61.0%

Number Purchased*
30.1
25.0
46.2

Average Cost/Year*
$24
$21
$31

All Current Work First
Banked Work First
Unbanked Work First

68.9%
71.2%
64.7%

39.9
41.5
39.2

$26
$27
$23

Recent Work First**
Banked Recent Work First**
Unbanked Recent Work First**

79.8%
82.6%
75.9%

27.3
22.5
38.0

$20
$17
$27

Overall
Banked
Unbanked

N = 1,501; 940 who purchased at least one money order in the last year
* For those who purchased at least one.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

We asked respondents where they usually purchased money orders and found the
Post Office to be the most common source, followed closely by grocery stores (see table
3.4). For Work First families, the grocery store is more often used, followed by the Post
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Office. Perhaps the most important finding is that relatively few respondents use check
cashers to buy money orders, which is consistent with our earlier findings on cashing
checks (see table 3.1).
Table 3.4: Place Where Lower-Income Families Usually Buy Money Orders,* N.C., 2001
Post Office
Check Casher
Supermarket
Workplace
Bank
Western Union
Some other store
Total:

Overall
35.9%
5.6%
29.2%
0.2%
17.3%
0.7%
11.2%
100%

Current Work First
30.1%
9.5%
41.4%
0.8%
8.5%
0.8%
8.9%
100%

Recent Work First**
36.1%
17.3%
27.1%
0.1%
11.6%
0.7%
7.2%
100%

N = 940
* For those who purchased at least one.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

One other way of transferring money is through a wire transfer, also called a
money transfer or Moneygram. The key difference between a wire transfer and a money
order is that a wire transfer is almost instantaneous and the recipient can receive cash in a
matter of minutes. Money orders, on the other hand, must be mailed to the recipient, who
then takes the money order to a bank or some other institution, where it can be cashed.
Wire transfers are also the primary means of sending cash abroad, where money orders
are not always fungible. Wire transfers are almost universally more expensive than
money orders; whereas a $500 money order would typically cost less than $1.00, a $500
wire transfer via Western Union would cost more than $40.39 Primarily because of this,
wire transfers are less frequently used (see table 3.5).
We find that just 12 percent of all lower-income families sent a wire transfer in
the past year. The rates were higher for Work First families, however: one-sixth of
current Work First participants, and one-third of recent participants, used the service in
the past year. Half of all wire transfer customers sent one or two in the past year,
spending $60 or less.40 The sums transferred, however, are significant: half of all users
sent at least $600 by wire transfer in the past year. These figures are somewhat higher for
Work First participants.
Almost half of all wire transfer users—and 71 percent of all current Work First
participants who used the service—sent money from Western Union (see table 3.6). For
69 percent of all users, the most common destination for wire transfers was somewhere in
the U.S. (see figure 3.2). One-quarter sent money to Mexico or other Latin American
countries.

39
40

Per store inquiry on 24 Aug. 2001.
Medians were used because of extreme values. The average user sent 6.5 (not shown).
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Table 3.5: Lower-Income Families' Use of Money Wiring Services, N.C., 2001
Overall
11.5%
2
$60
$600

Wired money or sent a moneygram in past year:
Median number of times in past year:*
Median cost per year:**
Median amount sent per year:**

Current Work First Recent Work First***
16.0%
33.2%
3
3
$45
$48
$800
$750

N = 1,501; 259 who wired money at least once.
* For those who wired money at least once in the past year.
** Median amount (for those who wired money) is used because of extreme values.
*** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Table 3.6:Place Where Lower-Income Families Usually Purchase Money Wiring Services,* N.C., 2001
Overall
0.8%
7.6%
19.7%
0.1%
13.0%
48.7%
10.2%
100%

Post Office
Check Casher
Supermarket
Workplace
Bank
Western Union
Some other store
Total:

Current Work First
1.1%
2.5%
14.4%
0.0%
5.4%
71.1%
5.5%
100%

Recent Work First**
2.7%
33.3%
4.0%
0.0%
3.6%
48.1%
8.4%
100%

N = 259
* For those who wired money at least once in the past year.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001

Figure 3.2: Desitination of Money Transfers,
Lower-Income Families,* N.C., 2001
100%
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80%
70%
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30%
20%
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0%

90%

Somewhere in US
Other Latin American

69%

Mexico
Other country
58%

35%
18%
6%

Overall

7%

8%

1%

7%

1%

Current Work First

1%

Recent Work First**

N = 259
* For those who wired money at least once in the past year.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.
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II. Use of Credit
Credit Cards
Credit cards are the most commonly used form of consumer credit, and the
NCFSS included a series of questions on this topic. Nearly half of all lower-income
families in North Carolina own a major credit card, and one-third own a store credit card
(see table 3.7).41 Not surprisingly, credit card ownership is strongly related to banking
status: the majority (64 percent) of all banked families own some form of credit card,
compared to just 10 percent of unbanked families. Current and recent Work First
participants have slightly lower rates of credit card ownership, with slightly more than
one-third (34 percent and 39 percent, respectively) owning a major card, and roughly
one-quarter owning a store card (28 percent and 25 percent, respectively). Around 45
percent of these families own some kind of credit card.
Table 3.7: Lower-Income Families and Credit Cards, N.C., 2001
Own a Major Credit Card
47.9%
55.4%
8.6%

Own a Store Card
33.4%
39.4%
3.6%

Does not Own a Card
45.4%
36.4%
89.6%

All Current Work First
Banked Work First
Unbanked Work First

34.1%
47.4%
9.4%

27.7%
35.8%
12.1%

56.0%
42.2%
82.0%

Recent Work First*
Banked Recent Work First*
Unbanked Recent Work First*

38.7%
61.7%
6.0%

24.9%
36.2%
8.8%

55.4%
33.2%
86.3%

Overall
Banked
Unbanked

N = 1,501
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The NCFSS asked credit card owners how often they pay off the entire balance on
their accounts.42 The question applied to major credit cards, if owned, and to store cards
otherwise. Forty-four percent of lower-income cardholders pay off outstanding credit
card debt every month, and an additional 11 percent pay off their debt almost every
month (see figure 3.3). However, over one-quarter say they “hardly ever or never pay off
their debt.” Current Work First participants are less regular in addressing their credit
card debt: 62 percent say they pay off the balance sometimes or hardly ever. The
situation is more troubling with recent Work First households, where 70 percent of
cardholders say they pay off their debt sometimes or hardly ever.

41

Major credit cards include Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express. Store cards include gas
company cards, department store cards, and other retail store credit cards.
42
If respondents were confused about how to treat months in which they did not use their card, interviewers
were instructed to explain that this question only applies to times when they have used their credit card.
This question refers to the entire balance, not the minimum payment.
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Figure 3.3: Regularity With Which Credit Card Owners
Pay Off Credit Card Debt,* N.C., 2001
Every month
Sometimes

44%

Almost every month
Hardly ever or never

40%

39%
27%
11%

29%

24%

23%

18%
9%

Overall

30%

6%

Current Work First

Recent Work First*

N = 681 households that own some kind of credit card.
* Data reflect major credit card if owned, other credit cards otherwise.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Half of all lower-income cardholders owe at least $937 in total credit card debt
(see figure 3.4). The situation is slightly worse among current Work First participants,
where half owe at least $1,000 on all their credit cards combined. However, among
recent Work First participants, overall levels of debt are low, with half owing just $200 in
combined credit card debt.43

Figure 3.4: Outstanding Credit Card Debt,*
Lower-Income Families, N.C., 2001
$2,000
Median amount owed on major cards*
Median amount owed on store cards*
Median total credit card debt*

$1,700

$1,800
$1,600
$1,400
$1,200
$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$937
$800

$800
$600

$400

$400
$200

$200

$100

$200

$0

Overall

Current Work First

Recent Work First**

N = 294 households with major cards; 166 with store cards.
* If card is owned.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

43

Combined credit card debt includes all families with at least one kind of credit card; as such, the means
and medians are sometimes lower for combined debt than store or major card debt separately, depending on
the overlap in card ownership.
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For the 45 percent of all lower-income families who do not own a credit card, the
NCFSS asked whether this was primarily because they prefer not to have one, they want
a card but cannot get one, or they have not thought about it. Three-quarters of all lowerincome families who do not own a credit card simply do not want one (see figure 3.5).
The majority of current Work First families felt the same way, although slightly more (21
percent vs. 14 percent) wanted a credit card but could not get one. Recent Work First
families were more likely to want a card, with 32 percent saying they were denied a card
for some reason; nearly half, however, said they did not want one. Given the lack of
regularity in addressing credit card debt and the size of outstanding balances, it is not
surprising that a large proportion of families—either because of personal experience or
the experiences of others—do not want credit cards.

Figure 3.5: Primary Reason Why Lower-Income Families Do
Not Own Credit Cards, N.C., 2001
100%
90%
80%

Prefer not to have a credit card
Haven't thought about it

75%

70%

Want card, but cannot get one
Other

62%

60%

48%

50%
40%

32%

30%

21%

20%

14%

10%

14%
8%

3%

10%

10%

4%

0%

Overall

Current Work First

Recent Work First*

N = 838
* Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

This sentiment is reflected in the comments of focus group participants when
asked what they thought of credit cards:
“I don’t own one.”
“In debt.”
“I don’t want one.”
“Never pay it off.”
“Credit, bad credit.”
“Bad credit.”
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“Credit cards can almost ruin your life.”
“Well, [I am doing bad economically] because I am in debt, credit card wise, and
I knew better than to get there but at the time it seemed important or it seemed
that it was the only way I could get what I needed.”
Payday Loans
One of the most visible and controversial sources of credit in North Carolina is
from payday lenders. Since the industry’s creation in North Carolina in 1997, payday
lending has grown explosively, and today there are over 1200 outlets in the state. At a
payday lending outlet, a customer writes a personal check for up to $300 to the lender.
The check is postdated for a specified period, often one or two weeks—but no more than
a month—in advance. In return, the payday lender advances the customer as much as
$255 in cash. At the end of the specified period, the payday lender cashes the check and
keeps the full amount. Because of the high rates of interest, this form of credit has been
called predatory by various consumer advocates. In North Carolina, APR on payday
loans can legally exceed 400 percent.
Very few lower-income families in North Carolina use payday lenders (see figure
3.6). Just 6 percent of all currently or recently banked lower-income families reported
doing so in the past two years.44 This figure is higher for current and recent Work First
families; 14 percent and 19 percent, respectively, reported using the service. However,
the vast majority of all these groups have not recently used a payday lender.

50%
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40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 3.6: Lower-Income Families' Use of Payday Loans,
N.C., 2001
Used Payday Lender in last 2 Years

14%

16%

19%

11%

6%

Overall

Current Work First

Current Adult
Work First

Current ChildOnly*

Recent Work
First**

N = 1,177 currently or recently (within the past 2 years) banked households.
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

The extent of payday loan use among lower-income families is further diminished
when we consider the frequency of use (see figure 3.7). We find that half of all families
44

Includes those who owned an account within the past two years.
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who borrowed from a payday lender in the past two years did so only once or twice a
year. However, 21 percent used a payday lender at least once a month, indicating a
significant dependence on this form of credit. While 41 percent of current Work First
families who used a payday lender did so only once or twice a year, over one-third
borrow against their income every month. Recent Work First families are slightly less
likely to lean as heavily on the service, with 28 percent reporting taking out a payday
loan every month. Thus, we find that while the vast majority of Work First families have
used a payday lender either not at all or only infrequently, a small minority
(approximately 5 percent) may be abusing this form of credit.

Figure 3.7: Frequency of Payday Loan Use,* N.C., 2001
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13% 15%
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Overall

Current Work First
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N = 141
* For households that used a payday lender at least once.
** Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

One of the important issues surrounding payday lending is the “rollover.” This
occurs when a customer pays the payday lender additional fees ($15 for every $100
borrowed) to renew or rollover the loan. Although illegal, this practice is known to
occur, and an easy alternative is a back-to-back loan, where a customer simply takes out
another payday loan from a different lender in order to cash out the original loan. The
NCFSS asked about these practices (not shown) but again found little evidence that many
families engaged in them: just 16 percent of all customers—and 14 percent of current
Work First customers—reported doing either in the past year.
Focus group respondents confirmed these findings, as most were either unclear
about payday loans in general or had no desire to use them. The few who had used them
had had bad experiences. When the term “payday loan” was first brought up, one
respondent said, “The worst thing to ever happen.”
A recent Work First participant gave her account of payday lending:
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“Well, that payday loan, I’ll tell you, at first I thought it was really good. Because
I figure, I say, okay, well I ain’t got to go ask Sue for no money. I can go to the
payday loan. Well then, I got my checking account and…I borrow some money
and they were like, ‘pay it, go back,’ but then you find yourself into a habit
that…once you go back you have to be right…and you owe, owe, and then you’re
in the hole and then when you get paid you got nothing—you owe everything to
those payday loans…that’s how I found myself in that situation right now…
“I’m trying to get out of them. I’m doing better now to try to pay and not…go
back but what I thought was good about them, because if you go to a bank you
can’t get nothing, you know, you go to a bank and you ask for a loan and okay
your credit’s bad and you don’t have this or that; well you can’t get it, so that’s
why I think those payday loans came on. So it was good to help people. I think it
was a good thing at first, and it is a good thing if you don’t get into debt with it.”
Pawnbrokers
Pawnbrokers are an additional source of credit for lower-income families, and one
that is not restricted to banked families. Pawnbrokers require no credit evaluation, as the
loan is made against collateral (often electronics, guns, or jewelry) held by the
pawnbroker. If the customer does not repay the loan within 60 days of the due date, the
pawnbroker can claim the collateral. Like payday lenders, pawnbrokers are licensed by
the state; their maximum interest rate is restricted to 2 percent per month, plus fees
(which are limited to $100 the first month, $75 the second and third months, and $50 per
month thereafter).45
As with payday lending, very few (just 5 percent) lower-income families have
used a pawnbroker in the past two years (see figure 3.8). The rate is much higher (20
percent) among current Work First participants, although most have not used this form of
credit. Slightly fewer recent Work First families have borrowed from a pawnbroker in
the past two years.

45

Chapter 91A of the Pawnbrokers Modernization Act of 1989.
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Figure 3.8: Lower-Income Families' Use of Pawnshops,
N.C., 2001
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** Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Both payday loan outlets and pawnshops are significant parts of what is known as
the Alternative Financial System (AFS), which provide different options than mainstream
financial institutions like banks. We find, however, that theses two AFS industries serve
different market segments, with little overlap. Very few lower-income families have
used both sources of credit (see table 3.8). Less than 1 percent of all lower-income
families, and just 3 percent of current Work First families, have used both a payday
lender and a pawnshop in the past two years.46
Table 3.8: Pawnshop and Payday Lending Overlap, N.C., 2001
Did not use a pawnshop or a payday lender
Used a pawnshop only
Used a payday lender only
Used both
Total:

Overall
90.4%
4.0%
4.9%
0.6%
100%

Current Work First Recent Work First*
72.7%
72.7%
16.9%
14.2%
7.4%
12.1%
3.0%
1.1%
100%
100%

N=1,501
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The average lower-income pawnshop customer in North Carolina borrowed 3.3
times in the past two years (see table 3.9), although over half of those surveyed have
borrowed only once. Current Work First families used pawnbrokers slightly less
frequently (3.0 times) and recent Work First families slightly more (4.0 times).
46

The payday loan rates differ slightly from those reported above because we include here all families,
regardless of banking status.
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For the most recent loan only, the average customer valued the collateral at over
$450 and received a loan, on average, of $210. Current Work First families reported
providing greater collateral but receiving slightly smaller loans. Recent Work First
families provided less collateral and received smaller loans, averaging just $73. When
the loan amount is calculated as a percent of the item value, the average customer
received a loan of 58 percent of the value of the collateral, while the average Work First
family (both current and recent) received loans of 46 percent (not shown).
Table 3.9: Frequency of Pawnshop Use and Loan Size, N.C., 2001
Overall
3.3
$459
$210

Average number of times in last two years*
Total value of items on most recent occasion*
Total amount of most recent loan*

Current Work First
3.1
$688
$200

Recent Work First**
4.0
$304
$73

N = 175
* For households that borrowed from a pawnshop in the last two years.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001

Regardless of the relative differences in the percent loaned, the typical borrower
receives much less than the perceived value of the collateral and thus has a strong
incentive to pay back the loan rather than forfeit the valuables. For this reason, we find
that most (69 percent) lower-income customers of pawnshops eventually pay back the
loan and recover their collateral (see figure 3.9). Only one-quarter of all lower-income
customers reported defaulting on loans and losing their valuables. The default rates are
somewhat higher for current Work First families, however, as over one-third report losing
their valuables to the pawnbroker. Interestingly, recent Work First families are the most
likely to pay off their loans, with nearly three-quarters doing so on the most recent loan.

100%

Figure 3.9: Pawnshop Loan Default Rates among LowerIncome Families, N.C., 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Although most respondents reported that they paid back their loans and recovered
their collateral, the few focus group participants who had used a pawnshop had negative
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views of the experience. One, when asked about the first thing that comes to mind when
she hears “pawnshop,” said, “Losing everything I had…I lost all of my jewelry—I lost a lot
of stuff to pawn shops.”
“In my earlier years…we did a lot of pawnshops and it’s like everything went into
[the pawnshop] and it was like when you got paid you didn’t have the money, you
know, and you hate to let your stuff go out. I had a lot of my things to go, you
know, because I just, it had been in there so long, you know what I’m saying?”
Emergency Credit
The relative infrequency with which lower-income families use payday lenders
and pawnshops is reflected in a question concerning emergency credit. The NCFSS
asked respondents whether they had a way to borrow $500 in an emergency, and if so,
who they would try to borrow from first. We found that 70 percent of all lower-income
families have some way to borrow $500 for three months. However, just 44 percent of
all current Work First families reported having some lending source.
Two-thirds of all families with some way to borrow—and 70 percent of all Work
First families—would approach their friends or family first. Approximately one-third of
all families would go to a bank or credit union, although current and recent Work First
participants were less likely to do so (19 percent and 6 percent, respectively). Very few
families—even those who had used them in the past—report that they would go to a
pawnshop or payday lender. Considering that very few families regularly cash checks,
purchase money orders, or wire money at check cashers, and that few use payday lenders
or pawnshops, the general picture is that most lower-income families avoid using the
Alternative Financial System, but a minority are very dependent on its services.
Table 3.10: Lower-Income North Carolinians and Emergency Credit, 2001
Have some way to borrow $500 for three months:

Overall
69.9%

If yes, lender respondent would ask first:
Friend
Family
Bank or credit union
Finance company
Payday lender / pawnshop
Other
Total:

12.9%
41.2%
34.7%
8.1%
2.1%
1.0%
100%

Current Work First Recent Work First*
43.6%
58.1%
9.4%
60.4%
18.7%
10.3%
0.6%
0.6%
100%

N = 1,501 overall, 805 who could borrow $500
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

15.5%
75.8%
6.4%
1.0%
0.5%
0.8%
100%
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III. Other Credit Problems
In the last section of this chapter, we examine two other indicators of poor
financial management: being referred to a collection agency because of unpaid bills, and
bouncing checks.
Less than one-third of all lower-income families in North Carolina have been
referred to a collection agency because they had not paid their bills (see figure 3.10).
However, the majority of current and recent Work First families have been referred to a
collection agency. Such incidents result in impaired credit histories, making it harder for
these families to get loans from mainstream institutions.
Figure 3.10: Proportion of Lower-Income Families
Referred to Collection Agencies, N.C., 2001
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N = 1,501
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Among banked lower-income households, we find very similar trends with
respect to bouncing checks (see figure 3.11). One-third of all lower-income families with
a checking account has had a check bounce in the past five years, while over half of all
banked current and recent Work First families have written at least one bad check in the
same period.
When we asked respondents how often this occurred, we found that over
half of all lower-income families had written only one or two NSF (Not Sufficient Funds)
checks, while over one-quarter of all current Work First families, and nearly one-third of
all recent Work First families, had written seven or more in the past five years (see figure
3.12).
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Figure 3.11: Banked Lower-Income Families and Bounced
Checks, N.C., 2001
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** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Focus group participants often commented on the difficulty they have had paying
their bills on time:
“Sometimes you have no money for your bills or like you want to pay bills on time,
because most of the time I be late on my bills, all except for that rent, because they kick
you out in a heartbeat, so I always be on time.”

100%

Figure 3.12: Number of Bounced Checks
in the Past Five Years, Lower Income Families, N.C., 2001
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Most often, accounts of being delinquent on bills were tied to an emergency, as in
the following case:
“I had a mishap, I had to go out of town. My mom was sick. I had used the money,
right? So when your two weeks is up it is going to go to the bank and your money
should be there. Well, it wasn't. So I am out of town. [The bill collector] called the
house about 500 times, know what I'm saying? [The bill collector] is not getting a
response and they don't know what's going on with you, even though you may have
a good track record, all they want is their money back. So what ended up
happening, when I get back I contact [them], but of course they are upset by then.
So it is just like they have to give account to their boss.”
Many banked focus group participants mentioned their problems with bounced
checks; often the amount overdrawn was small:
“I had one time, and for one transaction, it was like $7 for one transaction,
because everybody had to have their piece of the pie. That $7 for that transaction
caused my next transaction to bounce, because I was figuring $3 for the
transaction. Then you got to pay another $25 for that bounced check.”
In order to better summarize our survey findings on credit problems, we created
an index of five indicators: whether the family wrote seven or more NSF checks in the
past five years; whether they pay off credit card debt “hardly ever or never;” whether
they used a payday lender once a month or more over the past two years; whether they
borrowed from a pawnshop three times or more in the past two years; and whether they
have ever been referred to a collection agency for overdue bills. Each of these events is
given a value of one, and the index is simply the sum of all of them, ranging from 0 to 5.
The results show that the majority (55 percent) of all lower-income families have
had none of these credit problems, and 85 percent have had no more than one (see table
3.11). Among current Work First families, just one-third have had none of these credit
problems, and over one-quarter have had two or more. Less than one-quarter of recent
Work First families have had none of these problems.
Comparing the banked and unbanked, we find that unbanked families are less
likely to experience any of these credit problems: 62 percent of all unbanked families,
and 53 percent of unbanked Work First families, have a credit problem score of 0.
The most important finding, however, is that credit problems, where they exist,
seldom overlap: relatively few families (15 percent) have experienced two or more of
these problems, and almost none have had three or more. Thus, many families have a
few problems, rather than a few families having a lot of problems. This has implications
for financial education, as it suggests that the audience and curriculum must address the
particular problems of a diverse group of families—those currently participating in Work
First, those transitioning to work, those with accounts, those without accounts, and so on.
We address financial education in further detail in the next chapter and in the policy
recommendations section.
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Table 3.11: Lower-Income North Carolinians and Credit Problems, N.C., 2001

Overall
Banked
Unbanked

0
54.8%
53.3%
62.4%

Credit Problem Index Score*
1
2
3
4
30.2% 13.4% 1.5% 0.0%
29.4% 15.5% 1.8% 0.1%
34.6% 2.9% 0.1% 0.0%

5
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Total
100%
100%
100%

All Current Work First
Banked Work First
Unbanked Work First

33.3%
22.6%
53.3%

40.2% 15.6% 10.4%
43.0% 18.1% 15.5%
35.1% 10.9% 0.7%

0.6%
0.9%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

100%
100%
100%

Recent Work First**
Banked Recent Work First**
Unbanked Recent Work First**

24.0%
14.5%
37.7%

49.4% 16.9% 9.6%
44.5% 24.6% 16.2%
56.5% 5.8% 0.9%

0.1%
0.2%
0.0%

0.0%
0.1%
0.0%

100%
100%
100%

N=1,501
* The number of the following that apply to the family: wrote 7+ NSF checks; called by collection agency; use
payday lenders at least once a month; used a pawnshop 3+ times in the past year; and pays off credit card debt
"hardly ever or never."
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

The concluding chapter suggests that there is widespread interest among unbanked
lower-income North Carolinians in having a bank account, and it explores the features that
Work First families and others would find attractive. The chapter also explores families’
experience and interest in financial education that would help them repair their credit and
move them further along the path to greater financial independence.
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CHAPTER 4
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING BANKED AND
OBTAINING FINANICAL EDUCATION
I. Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) and Direct Deposit
Banks frequently require customers to sign up for direct deposit to qualify for
low-cost accounts, because it reduces banks’ costs of acquiring deposits. Direct deposit
is also cheaper to employers and other organizations that make regular payments to a
given population, because it saves paperwork, check processing, and other related costs.
Research also suggests that savings may be encouraged through the combination of
payroll deduction and direct deposit into employee retirement accounts. For all these
reasons, we included in our survey questions on deposit and other potential features of
low-cost banking products that might be of some interest to welfare and working poor
families in North Carolina.
Interest in EBT
Our research suggests that more than two-thirds of all states are automating the
delivery of cash assistance benefits—either by piggybacking cash assistance payments
onto a client’s Food Stamp EBT card, or through direct deposit of welfare payments into
the client’s own bank account. Work First participants seem to have strong interests in
both of these options. A majority of current Work First families, both banked and
unbanked, are either very interested or somewhat interested in receiving their cash
payments by direct deposit into their own bank accounts (see figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Current Work First Participants and Interest
in Direct Deposit of Benefits, 2001
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* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

When we examine results for another direct deposit question—this one asked only
of unbanked families and as part of a series of questions about checking account
features—we find that more than 60 percent of current adult Work First families are very
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interested in receiving their cash benefits by direct deposit. This is almost twice the
percentage of recent Work First families who have a strong interest in direct deposit (see
figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Interest in Direct Deposit,
Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Work First families may also be supportive of a state move to deliver cash
assistance through electronic benefit transfer (EBT). Implicit support for such a move—a
transition already made by about thirty states—is reflected in the favorable experiences
that Work First families have had with North Carolina’s electronic delivery of Food
Stamp benefits. Among the 64 percent of the state’s adult Work First families that
receive Food Stamps, more than half (53 percent) had nothing but good things to say
about EBT (see table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Current Food Stamp Recipients and EBT, N.C., 2001
Only liked things about EBT
Only disliked things about EBT
Liked and disliked things about EBT
Neither liked nor disliked
Total:

Overall
60.6%
0.6%
27.8%
11.0%
100%

Current Work First
53.4%
1.2%
35.6%
9.8%
100%

Recent Work First*
54.1%
0.6%
39.6%
5.7%
100%

N = 438
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

This is also true of recent Work First recipients who currently receive food
benefits through EBT. Almost three-quarters (71.5 percent) of Food Stamp recipients
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most liked the ease and reliability of using their EBT debit card at POS terminals at
participating food retailers (see table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Primary Reason Current Food Stamp Recipients Like Electronic Benefits Delivery, 2001
Overall
15.0%
69.1%
4.2%
11.6%
0.1%
100%

Current Work First
12.3%
71.5%
5.2%
10.9%
0.1%
100%

Security
Easy / Reliable / Fast
Private
Nothing
Other
Total:
N = 438
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Recent Work First*
22.3%
59.3%
12.1%
6.3%
0.1%
100%

Support for EBT was also found among our focus group participants who
received both Work First and Food Stamp benefits:
“I like EBT because, like I say, you can go to the grocery store and spend
just what you want to spend, no more no less, and have something, a little
bit of money on through the end of the month. You can stretch it because
you know how much, every time when you buy something in the grocery
store, you know how much your balance is, so you know what you have
left each time you go to the store.”
The system’s greatest strength—its safety and reliability—also turns out to be its
greatest limitation among a smaller group of clients. Almost one-quarter of Food Stamp
recipients found the EBT system to be unreliable at times (see table 4.3). Others don’t
like EBT because it is harder to cheat the system by converting food benefits to cash and
then buying things, like clothes, that are prohibited under federal regulations. This is
what one focus group participant had in mind:
“I really don’t like it because you don’t get no change back, and because
you have to keep swiping the card and sometimes it don’t go through…I
don’t know if it’s a credit card and that makes you feel good about
yourself because the person behind you cannot determine what you’re
doing…Some people use to save that change and money for their children
for hard times, or for emergencies and you can’t pay nobody with no EBT
card, but to some people you can say well, okay, I’ll buy you two or three
meats if you do this today.”
Results of the NCFSS suggest that state administrators should carefully weigh the
costs and benefits of automating delivery of Work First benefits—either through EBT or
by direct deposit. A direct deposit option would require state and county welfare agencies
to help current Work First families who are unbanked (35 percent) open a bank account.
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Table 4.3: Primary Reason Current Food Stamp Recipients Disike Electronic Benefits Delivery, 2001
Unreliable
Dislike using card / PIN
Dislike restrictions
Nothing
Other
Total:

Overall
21.0%
5.7%
1.1%
71.7%
0.6%
100%

Current Work First
24.0%
10.1%
1.3%
63.2%
1.4%
100%

Recent Work First*
27.6%
9.3%
3.1%
59.8%
0.2%
100%

N = 438
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

II. Banking the Unbanked
A move to direct deposit would also require partnering with financial institutions
to create and/or market low-cost accounts to current and recent Work First families and
other working poor. To assist in this effort, our survey included several questions
designed to solicit the features that might be most attractive to lower-income North
Carolinians.
More than half (55 percent) of all unbanked lower-income families in North
Carolina are very interested in having an interest-bearing checking account (see figure
4.3). This includes almost 70 percent of all adult Work First families and nearly threequarters of all recent Work First participants who have made the transition from welfare
to the work force.

Figure 4.3: Interest in Interest-Bearing Checking
Accounts, Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.
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Figure 4.4: Interest In No-Minimum Balance Checking
Accounts, Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Account Preferences
Lower-income North Carolinians without bank accounts express strong interests
in checking accounts that require no minimum balance and allow account holders to
verify their balances at no additional cost. Sixty-two percent of adult Work First families
are very interested in no-minimum-balance checking, as are more than two-thirds of all
recent Work First participants (see figure 4.4) These populations express a similar
interest in free balance inquiries (see figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Interest in Checking Accounts with Free
Balance Inquiries, Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Though not without support, fewer unbanked North Carolinians are interested in
using a bank account for automatic bill payment. Just under 30 percent of all current
adult Work First families are very interested in such a feature, although this is true for
more than 40 percent of recent Work First families (see figure 4.6). Perhaps families
who transition from welfare to work take on additional recurring payment obligations that
make this electronic feature more convenient and therefore in greater demand among
working families.
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Figure 4.6: Interest in Automatic Bill Payment, Unbanked
North Carolinians, 2001
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* Current Work First households where the only cash-assistance recipients are under 18.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

As a way of summing up, we asked respondents how interested they would be in
opening an account that included the three most important features that would meet their
needs, as they define them. Their interest was substantial (see figure 4.7) Three-quarters
of current adult Work First families said that they would be either very interested or
somewhat interested in opening such an account, as would more than 85 percent of all
families who had recently transitioned out of Work First. We also asked respondents
how much they would be willing to pay for a bank account that incorporated the features
most important to them and received a surprising result. Motivated unbanked families—
those either very interested or somewhat interested in opening a customized account—
were willing to pay a median of $20 per month for the service. This cost falls well within
the cost distribution of the contemporary marketplace.
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Figure 4.7: Interest in Opening Account with Top Three
Features,* Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

We also explored the issue of account features in our Work First focus groups.
Group participants were given a list of possible account features and then asked to write
their own list of services they would include in their ideal account, ranked in order of
importance from most important to least. We also asked participants what they thought
their account would cost on a monthly basis. The answers below came from a small
group of current Work First participants, all unbanked, single, African American women
with less than 12 years of formal education and family incomes under $11,000. Only one
was employed. Most of them place the costs of their ideal accounts at $20 or more per
month.
•

Free check card, free ATM use with bank’s ATM, phone banking, no
minimum balance, free POS, automatic bill payment. (Estimated cost:
$30/month)

•

Automatic bill payment, direct deposit, free check card, three free withdrawals
each month, free teller use. ($6/month)

•

Direct deposit, automatic bill payment, 25.8 percent interest, phone banking,
free ATM with bank, overdraft protection, three free withdrawals.
($30/month)

•

Free check card, no minimum balance, free POS purchase, free teller use,
overdraft protection, free ATM use with bank, automatic bill payment, phone
banking, direct deposit, three free withdrawals each month, 12 free checks a
month, $1.50 for each check thereafter.
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•

Direct deposit, ATM use with bank, free POS purchase, phone banking, free
check card, unlimited checks, overdraft protection, 25.8 percent interest,
automatic bill payment, 12 free checks a month, 1 percent interest, three free
withdrawals a month, free teller use, no minimum balance. ($25/month)

•

Unlimited checking, free check card, three free withdrawals, overdraft
protection, free ATM with bank, free teller use, on-line banking, no minimum
balance. ($20/month)

We also asked these women to describe the environment of their ideal bank: what
it looks like, where it is located, and who works there. Consistent with the research and
government statistics that suggest many lower-income families are not comfortable
dealing with banks, the women want their banks to be friendly and convenient places:
“People with a nice attitude, and near my house.”
“I would want two employees that knew me well and a number I could use.”
“I would like to borrow money from my bank—they have a smile on their face,
and they’re friendly.”
“Nice, neat, it’s close to home; good conduct, I would like to work there; good
clean floors, get money, work with me on good things.”
Interest in Treasury’s Electronic Transfer Account (ETA)
As part of the federal government’s campaign to convert more government checks to
direct deposit, the Treasury Department created the new, low-cost ETA, or Electronic
Transfer Account,47 with which it hopes to attract the 5 million to 7 million Social
Security and other federal benefit recipients who did not have bank accounts. The ETA
includes the following features (FMS 2000):48
•
•

47

Maximum cost of $3.00 per month;
Minimum of four cash withdrawals and four balance inquiries per month, to be
included in the monthly fee, through any combination of proprietary ATM
transactions and/or over-the-counter transactions;

The Debt Improvement Collection Act of 1996 (DCIA), which required the federal government to issue
most federal payments via EFT or direct deposit after January 1, 1999, stimulated Treasury to design the
ETA.
48
Financial institutions may not charge any fee in addition to the $3.00 monthly fee for any required
feature of the ETA, although they may charge a fee for cash withdrawals and balance inquiries above the
minimum required and for other services such as card replacement and account research. Financial
institutions may also impose fees for these services at their customary rates, except that overdraft fees may
not exceed $10.00. To minimize risks to financial institutions and the costs of overdrafts to consumers,
Treasury proscribed financial institutions from including in their ETA product such features as check
writing and automatic bill paying capability (so-called ACH debit capability).
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•
•
•
•

Access to the institution’s on-line POS network, if available;
No minimum balance, except as required by state or federal law;
Account to be interest-bearing or non-interest-bearing, at the discretion of the
financial institution;
A written monthly statement.

Treasury believes that if the ETA was widely offered and aggressively marketed by
enough financial institutions, it could be an important stepping-stone to full service
banking relationships for a large number of unbanked federal benefit recipients. Based
upon its analysis of industry costs, Treasury decided to compensate financial institutions
$12.60 for each new ETA account. This one-time fee was intended to fully off-set
institutions’ account set-up costs (FMS 2000).
Because of the availability of ETA accounts in a growing number of financial
institutions in North Carolina and across the country, we listed the features of this
account in our statewide survey and asked all unbanked families whether they were
interested in having such an account. Overall, less than half of all unbanked lowerincome families said they were either very interested or somewhat interested in having an
ETA account, although significantly more current and recent Work First families had
such interests than other unbanked families (see figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Interest in Electronic Transaction Accounts,*
Unbanked North Carolinians, 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

About three-quarters of all current adult Work First families are very interested or
somewhat interested in an ETA, as are 84 percent of all recent Work First participants.
Even when we exclude those who are only somewhat interested in the ETA, support for
the product is still quite strong. This includes about half (49 percent) of all current adult
Work First families and 58 percent of all recent Work First participants.
Two years into the national ETA initiative, Treasury data suggest that financial
institutions have been slow to adopt the product and even more reluctant to aggressively
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market it once they do. At the end of April 2001, significantly fewer than 10 percent of
all eligible financial institutions in the country offered the ETA in roughly 14,000
locations. Collectively, these institutions had managed to open just slightly more than
11,000 ETAs. Almost half had been opened by a single financial institution, Banco
Popular, based in San Juan, Puerto Rico (Hammond 2001). However, the news is not all
bleak. By the end of this year, some of the nation’s biggest banks will be offering the
ETA. This includes North Carolina-based Bank of America, which will offer the ETA at
all of its 4,400 locations in twenty-one states and the District of Columbia (Hammond
2001).
III. Financial Education
Not surprisingly, very few respondents, just 5 percent overall, have ever attended
a financial education class of any kind (see figure 4.9). While Work First families are
much more likely than lower-income families overall to have attended such a class, the
numbers are still quite low—13 percent for current adult Work First families and 16
percent of recent Work First families. The same can be said about credit counseling. Just
7 percent of all lower-income families, including 17 percent of current adult Work First
families and 13 percent of recent Work First families, have ever received credit
counseling (see figure 4.10).

Figure 4.9: Lower-Income Families and Financial
Education, N.C., 2001
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* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Recent Work
First**

These are families who might benefit greatly from some explicit training in the
fundamentals of household budgeting and the responsible use of credit. There is no
single reason why so few have attended (see table 4.4). Their answers to our survey
varied from no such classes being available (18 percent), to never having heard of such a
class (27 percent), to not needing one (47 percent). Among lower-income families who
have not been part of the welfare system in the past eighteen months, 47 percent think
they don’t need such a class. This is far more than the number of Work First families (21
percent of current adult participants and 25 percent of all recent participants) who think
they don’t need such a class.
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Figure 4.10: Lower-Income Families And Credit
Counseling, N.C., 2001
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* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households which participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Table 4.4: Main Reason Lower-Income Families Have Not Attended A Financial Education Class, N.C., 2001

Class not offered
Never heard of such a class
Class not convenient
Heard class was not helpful
Don't need the class
Other
Total:

Overall
17.8%
27.4%
6.9%
0.4%
47.0%
0.6%
100%

Current
Work First
32.2%
21.6%
5.1%
3.1%
38.0%
0.0%
100%

Current Adult
Work First
49.4%
27.4%
1.8%
0.1%
21.3%
0.0%
100%

Current
Child-Only*
30.5%
16.4%
5.8%
7.5%
39.8%
0.0%
100%

Recent
Work First**
27.5%
36.1%
11.3%
0.4%
24.7%
0.0%
100%

N = 1,057
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Although few Work First participants have any training in the financial system,
the vast majority of those have positive feelings about it. More than half (53 percent)
found the financial education training they received to be very helpful, and another 44
percent found it to be somewhat helpful (see figure 4.11). Those who have made the
transition from welfare to the work force are even more positive. Of recent Work First
families who have attended at least one financial education class, 78 percent found the
experience to be very helpful and another 18 percent somewhat helpful. Just 5 percent
found it not helpful at all.
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Figure 4.11: Financial Education Class Attendees'
Opinions About The Class, N.C., 2001
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IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
There is no easy way to summarize the results and implications of a complex
survey like the NCFSS. However, a couple of things do stand out. First, many banked
Work First families have had experience with direct deposit and generally found this
experience to be convenient. Direct deposit may also play a role in keeping families
banked. At the same time, a majority of Work First and other lower-income families who
receive food benefits by electronic debit card have had good experiences with EBT.
Taken together, these findings suggest that the Division of Social Services should
carefully consider the possibility of adding Work First benefits to the plastic Food Stamp
card, while giving families the option of receiving their cash assistance through direct
deposit if they are banked or wish to open a bank account.
The survey also provides guidance to social service officials and the banking
community about those account features that are most appealing to unbanked lowerincome families and the prices they might be willing to pay for an account that meets
their needs. There is also strong interest in Treasury’s ETA account among Work First
Families.
We also found many families to be extensive users of money orders, which
provide an inexpensive way for banked and unbanked families to pay recurring bills
without the danger of bouncing a check and incurring high banking fees. Banks should
think creatively about how they might create low-cost electronic accounts that accept
direct deposits, and provide ATM access and a specified number of money orders for one
monthly fee. The Division of Social Services should use this report as a basis for starting
a conversation with the banking industry about how to think creatively about the
underserved market described in our survey.
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While the majority of lower-income families seem to be living within their means,
this is not true for a significant minority of Work First families and other lower-income
North Carlolinians. Financial education should become a standard element of countybased welfare reform efforts, and the Division of Social Services should play a leadership
role in stimulating local efforts.
Finally, a large percentage of recent Work First families who have transitioned to
the work force seem to be as financially stressed and insecure as those who are still
receiving cash assistance. Because the Division of Social Services loses jurisdiction over
families when they leave the welfare rolls, helping them improve their financial
management and become banked can only be accomplished through a partnership with
local organizations, such as county-based community action agencies and other nonprofit
organizations. The Division of Social Services and local Work First officials should
explore the feasibility of creating such strategic alliances.
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UNC-CHAPEL HILL Poll
KPC RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 35334, CHARLOTTE, N.C. 28232
Hello, I'm (YOUR NAME) with KPC Research. We're conducting a survey for The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill to identify day-to-day banking needs that are currently not being met. The results of
this survey may help improve the day-to-day banking services available for people in North Carolina. All
responses are confidential, and will be grouped so that no individual responses will be reported. Have I
reached (PHONE NUMBER)? IF NOT, TERMINATE INTERVIEW. May I speak to the adult, 18 or older,
who lives in this household and who takes care of most of the household’s financial business?
(IF PERSON DIFFERENT FROM PERSON WHO ANSWERED PHONE, REINTRODUCE)
IF PERSON QUESTIONS LEGITIMACY OF STUDY, DIRECT THEM TO (919) 962-4954 AT UNCCHAPEL HILL AND SCHEDULE CALL BACK.
Before I start the interview, I need to ask you several questions to see if your household qualifies for this
survey.
1.

Are you, or anyone in your family living with you,
currently receiving any income from welfare benefits,
such as TANF, AFDC or Work First, but not including
Food Stamps?

YES (GO TO Q4) ................................. 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

2.

Have you, or anyone in your family living with you,
ever received any income from welfare benefits, such
as TANF, AFDC or Work First, but not including
Food Stamps?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q4) ................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO 4) .................... 3

3.

Have you, or anyone in your family living with you,
received any income from welfare benefits, such
as TANF, AFDC or Work First but not including
Food Stamps, in the past 18 months?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

4.

I don't need to know exactly, but was your total
household income last year before taxes less than
$30,000 or $30,000 or more?

LESS THAN $30,000 ...................................... 1
$30,000 OR MORE (see TERMINATE).......... 2
DK/REFUSED (see TERMINATE TE-1)......... 3

IF Q1=1 OR Q2=1, CONTINUE INTERVIEW. IF (Q1≠1 AND Q4≠1) OR (Q2≠1 AND Q4≠1), TERMINATE
INTERVIEW. ONLY INTERVIEW CURRENT BENEFIT RECIPIENTS, PAST BENEFIT RECIPIENTS, AND TOTAL
HOUSEHOLD INCOMES LESS THAN $30,000.
IF THE HOUSEHOLD DOES NOT QUALIFY AND TERMINATING INTERVIEW SAY: Thank you for your time but I
have interviewed all the people I can in this category.
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And was that . . . (READ LIST)

Less than $10,000 ..................................................................................... 1
$10,000 to $15,000 .................................................................................... 2
$15,000 to $20,000 .................................................................................... 3
$20,000 to $25,000 .................................................................................... 4
$25,000 to $30,000 or................................................................................ 4
$30,000 or more (see TERMINATE TE-1)................................................. 5
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................ 6

IF THE HOUSEHOLD QUALIFIES SAY: Some questions are about sensitive issues, but I want to assure you
that all of your answers are confidential and very important to us. During this interview, I am going to be
asking you about banks, savings banks, savings and loans, and credit unions. I’m going to call all of these
“banks” for short. Okay?

6. [FAA] When you were a child, did the adults in your
family ever have any kind of bank account?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

Checking Accounts
7. [SCF] Do you, or anyone in your family living with you,
have a checking account at any type of bank? This
could be your own account or one you have jointly
with someone else.

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q12) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q12) ............... 3

The next few questions will be about your checking account. If you have more than one account, please just think
about the checking account you use most often. AS NECESSARY, YOU CAN REMIND RESPONDENT
THROUGHOUT INTERVIEW TO THINK ABOUT THE CHECKING ACCOUNT THEY USE MOST OFTEN.
8. [FAA] Does your bank charge you a fee when your
checking account balance goes below a certain point?

YES.......................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q10)..................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q10) ................... 3

ASK Q9 IF Q8 IS YES. ELSE GO TO Q10.

9. [FAA] How much money must you keep in your checking
account to avoid this charge?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

10. In the last five years, have you or anyone in your family
living with you ever had a check bounce or be returned
because you didn’t have enough money in your checking
account to cover it?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q12) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO12) ................... 3

ASK Q11 IF Q10 IS YES. ELSE GO TO Q12.
11. In the last five years, about how many times would
you say that has happened? Only one or two times,
three to six times, seven to ten times, or more than
ten times in the last five years?

ONE OR TWO...................................... 1
THREE TO SIX .................................... 2
SEVEN TO TEN ................................... 3
MORE THAN TEN................................ 4
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 5

Savings Accounts
12. [SCF] Do you, or anyone in your family living with you,

YES ...................................................... 1
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have a savings account at any type of bank? This
could be your own account or one you have jointly
with someone else.

NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

IF Q12=1, GO TO Q13.
IF Q7=1 AND Q12≠1, GO TO Q15.
IF Q7≠1 AND Q12≠1, GO TO Q17.
The next few questions will be about your savings account. If you have more than one account, please think about
your largest savings account as you answer these next few questions. AS NECESSARY, YOU CAN REMIND
RESPONDENT THROUGHOUT INTERVIEW TO THINK ABOUT THEIR LARGEST SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
13. [FAA] Does your bank charge you a fee when the
amount of money in your savings account goes
below a certain amount?

YES.......................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q15)..................................... 2
DK/REFUSED GO TO Q15) .................... 3

ASK Q14 IF Q13 IS YES. ELSE GO TO Q15.

14. How much money must you keep in your savings
account to avoid this charge?

_________________________________
DK/REFUSED........................................ 99

General Banking
ASK Q15 IF RESPONDENT HAS CHECKING OR SAVINGS ACCOUNT (Q7=1 OR Q12=1). ELSE GO TO Q17.
FOR Q15 AND Q16 – ONLY REFER TO RESPONDENT’S SAVINGS ACCOUNT WHEN RESPONDENT HAS NO
CHECKING ACCOUNT. ELSE REFER TO CHECKING ACCOUNT.

15. [FAA] What are the things you like most about your (CHECKING/SAVINGS) account?
PROBE: Any other features? ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES.
Q15
FIRST

Q15
OTHER

AUTOMATIC BILL PAYMENT.......................................................................................01 .............. 01
CONVENIENT ATM LOCATIONS.................................................................................02 .............. 02
CONVENIENT OFFICE LOCATIONS ...........................................................................03 .............. 03
DEPOSITED CHECKS CLEAR QUICKLY ....................................................................04 .............. 04
DIRECT DEPOSIT ........................................................................................................05 .............. 05
EASY.............................................................................................................................06 .............. 06
EXPENSE......................................................................................................................07 .............. 07
FAST .............................................................................................................................08 .............. 08
LOTS OF FREE CHECKS.............................................................................................09 .............. 09
OFFICES ARE OPEN DURING CONVENIENT HOURS ..............................................10 .............. 10
LOW/NO REQUIRED BALANCE ..................................................................................11 .............. 11
SAFE AT ATMS.............................................................................................................12 .............. 12
SAFE AT OFFICES ......................................................................................................13 .............. 13
USE MY OWN LANGUAGE ..........................................................................................14 .............. 14
OTHER..........................................................................................................................15 .............. 15
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR..........................................................................................16
DK/REFUSED ...............................................................................................................17
NO OTHERS .................................................................................................................................... 18
16. [FAA] What are the things you like least about your (CHECKING/SAVINGS) account?
PROBE: Any other features? ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES.
Q16

Q16
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FIRST

OTHER

CAN’T OPERATE ACCOUNT IN MY OWN LANGUAGE..............................................01 .............. 01
DEPOSITED CHECKS CLEAR SLOWLY .....................................................................02 .............. 02
DIFFICULT TO OPERATE ............................................................................................03 .............. 03
EXPENSIVE ..................................................................................................................04 .............. 04
HAVE TO USE DIRECT DEPOSIT FOR LOW FEES....................................................05 .............. 05
HIGH REQUIRED BALANCE ........................................................................................06 .............. 06
NO CONVENIENT ATM LOCATIONS...........................................................................07 .............. 07
NO CONVENIENT OFFICE LOCATIONS .....................................................................08 .............. 08
NOT SAFE AT ATMS ....................................................................................................09 .............. 09
NOT SAFE AT OFFICES ..............................................................................................10 .............. 10
OFFICES NOT OPEN DURING CONVENIENT HOURS ..............................................11 .............. 11
SLOW TO OPERATE....................................................................................................12 .............. 12
OTHER..........................................................................................................................13 .............. 13
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR..........................................................................................14
DK/REFUSED ...............................................................................................................15
NO OTHERS .................................................................................................................................... 16
GO TO Q28.

Unbanked Questions
ASK QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ONLY IF RESPONDENT HAS NEITHER CHECKING NOR SAVINGS
ACCOUNT (Q7≠1 AND Q12≠1). ELSE GO TO Q28.

17. [SCF/FAA] [If unbanked] Have you, or anyone in your
family living with you, ever had a checking or savings
account?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q19) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q19) ............... 3

18. [FAA] When did you last have a checking or savings
account? In the past year, past one to two years, past
two to five years, or more than five years ago?

PAST YEAR ......................................... 1
ONE TO TWO YEARS ......................... 2
TWO TO FIVE YEARS......................... 3
MORE THAN FIVE YEARS.................. 4
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 5
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19. [FAA] What are the main reasons why you do not have a bank account? PROBE: Any others?
RECORD ONLY FIRST RESPONSE UNDER “FIRST” COLUMN. RECORD ALL OTHER RESPONSES
UNDER “OTHER” COLUMN.
Q19
Q19
FIRST
OTHER

ATM FEES TOO HIGH ........................................................................................................01 .............. 01
BANK FEES TOO HIGH ......................................................................................................02 .............. 02
BANK MIGHT REPORT ACCOUNT INFORMATION TO THE GOVERNMENT .................03 .............. 03
BANKS NOT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED..........................................................................04 .............. 04
BANKS NOT OPEN WHEN NEED TO USE THEM .............................................................05 .............. 05
CHECK BOOK COULD GET LOST OR STOLEN ...............................................................06 .............. 06
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – ALTERNATIVE SOURCE........................................................07 .............. 07
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – DON’T WRITE ENOUGH CHECKS.........................................08 .............. 08
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – NO SPECIFIC REASON..........................................................09 .............. 09
GOVERNMENT OR CREDITOR COULD FREEZE ACCOUNT ..........................................10 .............. 10
HOLD CHECKS TOO LONG/TAKES TOO LONG FOR BANK TO CASH ..........................11 .............. 11
MINIMUM BALANCE TOO HIGH.........................................................................................12 .............. 12
NOT ALLOWED – BAD CREDIT HISTORY.........................................................................13 .............. 13
NOT ALLOWED – NEED SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER TO OPEN ACCOUNT................14 .............. 14
NOT ALLOWED – NO SPECIFIC REASON ........................................................................15 .............. 15
NOT ALLOWED – WROTE TOO MANY BAD CHECKS IN PAST.......................................16 .............. 16
NOT EASY TO SPEAK WITH STAFF IN LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH................17 .............. 17
NOT HAVE AMOUNT OF MONEY REQUIRED TO OPEN ACCOUNT...............................18 .............. 18
NOT SURE HOW TO OPEN ACCOUNT .............................................................................19 .............. 19
TROUBLE BALANCING A CHECKBOOK ...........................................................................20 .............. 20
WOULDN’T FEEL WELCOME OR TREATED WITH RESPECT/DISLIKE BANKS .............21 .............. 21
OTHER ................................................................................................................................22 .............. 22
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR ................................................................................................23
DON’T KNOW/REFUSED....................................................................................................24
NO OTHERS........................................................................................................................................... 25
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20. I’m going to read you a list of possible features for a checking account. For each
feature, please tell me if you would be very interested, somewhat interested, or not interested in having
that feature if you were to open a checking account. How about . . . (READ LIST. ROTATE.)
VERY
INT

SWHT
INT

NOT
INT

DK/
REF

a. (IF Q1 = 1) Direct deposit of welfare benefits, such as
WorkFirst, TANF, or AFDC .......................................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
b. (IF Q1 = 2) Direct deposit of paycheck ..................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
c. Earn interest on my deposit.....................................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
d. No minimum balance...............................................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
e. Automatic bill payment where the bank pays
your bills directly from your account ........................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
f. Free balance inquiries through an ATM or by phone...............................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
g. No ATM charges......................................................................................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
READ ITEM G LAST.
g. Any other feature (SPECIFY:___________________) ...........................1 ...............2 ...............3............... 4
21. If a local bank offered a checking account with
(see FEATURES FROM Q20 WITH EITHER VERY OR
SOMEWHAT INTEREST), would you be very
interested, somewhat interested, or not
interested in opening an account?
(USE UP TO FIRST 3 FEATURES FROM Q20)
ASK Q22 IF Q21<=2. ELSE GO TO Q23.
22. How much would you be willing to pay each month
for an account like this?

VERY INTERESTED.............................................. 1
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED .................................. 2
NOT INTERESTED (GO TO Q23) ......................... 3
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q23) ................................. 4

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

23. Some people don’t like to balance a checkbook, so banks might offer a special savings account
instead, where you earn interest on your deposits, have a low minimum balance and you can’t
overdraw your account. In addition, as part of the account, you have the option of either automatic bill
payment, where the bank pays your bills directly from your account, or you could buy up to 10 money
orders per month for 75 cents each so you can
pay your bills. If a local bank offered such an account, would you be very interested, somewhat
interested, or not interested in opening one?
VERY INTERESTED (GO TO Q24)......................................... 1
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED (GO TO Q24).............................. 2
NOT INTERESTED.................................................................. 3
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q26) ................................................... 4
ASK Q24 IF Q23=1 or 2.
24. How much would you be willing to pay each month for
an account like this?
GO TO Q26

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
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ASK Q25 IF Q23=2. ELSE GO TO Q26.
25. What is the main reason you would not be interested in an account like this?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY
WANT TO WRITE CHECKS/DON’T LIKE BILL PAYMENT OR MONEY ORDERS ................................................ 01
BANK MIGHT REPORT ACCOUNT INFORMATION TO THE GOVERNMENT ..................................................... 02
BANKS NOT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED.............................................................................................................. 03
BANKS NOT OPEN WHEN NEED TO USE THEM ................................................................................................. 04
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – ALTERNATIVE SOURCE............................................................................................ 05
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – NO SPECIFIC REASON.............................................................................................. 06
GOVERNMENT OR CREDITOR COULD FREEZE ACCOUNT .............................................................................. 07
NOT ALLOWED – BAD CREDIT HISTORY ............................................................................................................ 08
NOT ALLOWED – NEED SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER TO OPEN ACCOUNT.................................................... 09
NOT ALLOWED – NO SPECIFIC REASON ............................................................................................................ 10
NOT ALLOWED – WROTE TOO MANY BAD CHECKS IN PAST .......................................................................... 11
NOT EASY TO SPEAK WITH STAFF IN LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH ................................................... 12
WOULDN’T FEEL WELCOME OR TREATED WITH RESPECT/DISLIKE BANKS................................................. 13
OTHER..................................................................................................................................................................... 14
NO PARTICULAR REASON .................................................................................................................................... 15
DON’T KNOW/REFUSED ........................................................................................................................................ 16

26.

Some banks offer a bank account called a electronic transaction account, which does not allow you
to write checks, but does allow you to deposit and withdraw money. These accounts . . . (ROTATE
LIST)
cost $3 per month
accept direct or electronic deposit of Federal benefits, wages, and retirement payments
allow four withdrawals per month at no additional cost
allow four balance inquiries per month at no additional cost
provide a debit card that can be used in grocery stores and other places
require no minimum balance
provide a monthly statement
And you can open an account like this even if you have bad credit, or a bank has closed your account
in the past, because you cannot overdraw this account. If a local bank offered an account like this,
would you be very interested, somewhat interested, or not interested in opening one?
VERY INTERESTED (GO TO Q28) ................................................ 1
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED (GO TO Q28)..................................... 2
NOT INTERESTED......................................................................... 3
DON’T KNOW/REFUSED (GO TO Q28) ........................................ 4
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ASK Q27 IF Q26=3. ELSE GO TO Q28.
27.
What is the main reason you would not want to open an account like this?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY
FEES TOO HIGH ..................................................................................................................................................... 01
WANT MORE THAN FOUR WITHDRAWALS ......................................................................................................... 02
WANT MORE THAN FOUR BALANCE INQUIRIES ................................................................................................ 03
WANT TO WRITE CHECKS .................................................................................................................................... 04
BANK MIGHT REPORT ACCOUNT INFORMATION TO THE GOVERNMENT ..................................................... 05
BANKS NOT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED.............................................................................................................. 06
BANKS NOT OPEN WHEN NEED TO USE THEM ................................................................................................. 07
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – ALTERNATIVE SOURCE............................................................................................ 08
DON’T NEED ACCOUNT – NO SPECIFIC REASON.............................................................................................. 09
GOVERNMENT OR CREDITOR COULD FREEZE ACCOUNT .............................................................................. 10
NOT ALLOWED – BAD CREDIT HISTORY ............................................................................................................ 11
NOT ALLOWED – NEED SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER TO OPEN ACCOUNT.................................................... 12
NOT ALLOWED – NO SPECIFIC REASON ............................................................................................................ 13
NOT ALLOWED – WROTE TOO MANY BAD CHECKS IN PAST .......................................................................... 14
NOT EASY TO SPEAK WITH STAFF IN LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH ................................................... 15
WOULDN’T FEEL WELCOME OR TREATED WITH RESPECT/DISLIKE BANKS................................................. 16
OTHER..................................................................................................................................................................... 17
NO PARTICULAR REASON .................................................................................................................................... 18
DON’T KNOW/REFUSED ........................................................................................................................................ 19
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Cashing Checks
Now I’d like to talk about any paychecks, benefit checks, child support payments, or other income checks
that you may receive on a regular basis. I’m interested in how you cash or deposit these checks.
Ask 28 if 7 = 1 or 12 = 1 or 18 < 3 (i.e., banked R’s plus unbanked R’s with an account in the last 2
years)
28. [FAA] In the last two years, did you, or anyone in your
YES ...................................................... 1
family living with you, ever receive any income by direct
NO (GO TO Q31) ................................. 2
deposit, where your money is automatically deposited into
DK/REFUSED (GO TO
Q31)
3
your bank account?
ASK Q29 IF Q28=1. ELSE GO TO Q31.
29. [FAA] What are the things you like most about direct deposit? PROBE: Anything else?
Q29
FIRST

Q29
OTHER

IT IS CONVENIENT.................................................................................................................... 1...................1
I FEEL SAFE .............................................................................................................................. 2...................2
MY MONEY CANNOT BE STOLEN ........................................................................................... 3...................3
IT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT........................................................... 4...................4
IT MAKES IT EASIER TO SAVE MONEY .................................................................................. 5...................5
OTHER ....................................................................................................................................... 6...................6
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR....................................................................................................... 7
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................. 8
NO OTHERS ....................................................................................................................................................9
30. [FAA] What are the things you like least about direct deposit? PROBE: Anything else?
Q30
FIRST

Q30
OTHER

MY MONEY DOES NOT COME RELIABLY ON TIME............................................................... 1...................1
I MISS SOCIALIZING WHERE I USED TO CASH MY CHECK ................................................. 2...................2
I WANT TO HOLD OR SEE MY CHECK FIRST ........................................................................ 3...................3
I HAVE TO USE AN ATM TO GET MY MONEY ........................................................................ 4...................4
I PAY FEES TO GET MY MONEY THIS WAY ........................................................................... 5...................5
I DO NOT WANT A BANK ACCOUNT ....................................................................................... 6...................6
OTHER ....................................................................................................................................... 7...................7
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR....................................................................................................... 8
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................. 9
NO OTHERS ...................................................................................................................................................10
ASK Q31 IF BANKED (Q7=1 OR Q12=1). ELSE GO TO Q32.
31. [BANKED] Thinking about the past 12 months,
did you always deposit your checks into your
bank account or did you sometimes cash your
check, or part of your check?

ALWAYS DEPOSIT (GO TO Q38)......................... 1
SOMETIMES CASH............................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q38) ................................. 3
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ASK Q32 IF UNBANKED (Q7≠1 AND Q12≠1) OR Q31 = 2. ELSE GO TO Q38.
32. [FAA] Where did you cash most of your checks? (ONE RESPONSE ONLY)
33. At what other places did you cash your checks in the last 12 months?
Q32

Q33

BANK......................................................................................................................................... 01.................01
WORKPLACE............................................................................................................................ 02.................02
CHECK CASHING OUTLET...................................................................................................... 03.................03
INSURANCE BROKER ............................................................................................................. 04.................04
FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER ................................................................................................ 05.................05
SUPERMARKET ....................................................................................................................... 06.................06
RESTAURANT, BAR, OR ANY OTHER KIND OF STORE ....................................................... 07.................07
SOME OTHER PLACE.............................................................................................................. 08.................08
NO ONE WAY MOST OFTEN................................................................................................... 09.................09
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................ 10.................10
NO OTHERS ...................................................................................................................................................11
34. Does the (PLACE WHERE CASH MOST OFTEN) charge
you a fee to cash a check there?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q38) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q38) ............... 3

35. DELETED
36. Thinking about the past 12 months, about how many
times have you cashed one or more checks at
(PLACE WHERE CASH MOST OFTEN) or some
other place where they charge you a fee to cash a check?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

37. On a typical occasion when you cash one or more checks
at (PLACE WHERE CASH MOST OFTEN), what is the
total amount of money that they charge you?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 9

Money Orders
ASK EVERYONE.

38. [FAA] In the past 12 months, did you, or anyone in
your family living with you, purchase a money
order?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q44) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q44) ............... 3

39. [FAA] Thinking about the past 12 months, on about
how many occasions did you buy one or more money
orders?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 4
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40. [FAA] Thinking about the past 12 months, where did you usually buy your money orders?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY.
POST OFFICE ................................................................................ 1
CHECK CASHING OUTLET ........................................................... 2
SUPERMARKET............................................................................. 3
WORKPLACE ................................................................................. 4
BANK .............................................................................................. 5
WESTERN UNION OFFICE............................................................ 6
SOME OTHER PLACE ................................................................... 7
NO PARTICULAR PLACE .............................................................. 8
DK/REFUSED ................................................................................. 9
41. On a typical occasion when you buy one or more money
orders, how many do you usually buy?

_______________________________
ONE (ASK Q42)................................... 1
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 9

ASK Q42 IF Q41=1. ELSE GO TO Q43.

42. How much does (PLACE WHERE BUY MONEY ORDERS)
usually charge you for a money order?
RESPONSE MUST BE A DOLLAR AMOUNT
ASK Q43 IF Q41>1. ELSE GO TO Q44.

43. On a typical occasion when you buy money orders at
(PLACE WHERE BUY MONEY ORDERS), what is the
total amount that they charge you?
RESPONSE MUST BE A DOLLAR AMOUNT

$ ______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
$ ______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

Wiring Money
ASK EVERYONE.

44. [FAA] Many people need to wire money to friends or family
that live somewhere else. During the past 12 months,
have you, or anyone in your family living with you, ever
wired money or sent a money gram to someone who
lives somewhere else?
45. [FAA] Thinking about the past 12 months, on about how
many occasions did you wire money or send a money
gram to someone?

DK/REFUSED

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q49) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q49) ............... 3

9
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46. [FAA] Thinking about the past 12 months, where did you usually wire your money from?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY.
POST OFFICE ................................................................................ 1
CHECK CASHING OUTLET ........................................................... 2
SUPERMARKET............................................................................. 3
WORKPLACE ................................................................................. 4
BANK .............................................................................................. 5
WESTERN UNION OFFICE............................................................ 6
SOME OTHER PLACE ................................................................... 7
NO PARTICULAR PLACE .............................................................. 8
DK/REFUSED ................................................................................. 9
47. About how much money do you usually wire?

__________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

48. About how much does (PLACE WHERE WIRE MONEY MOST
OFTEN) usually charge you to wire the money?
48A. To what location do you wire money most often?
(ONE RESPONSE ONLY)

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
SOMEWHERE IN US............................................. 1
MEXICO ................................................................. 2
OTHER LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN ................ 3
OTHER COUNTRY................................................ 4
DK/REFUSED ........................................................ 5

Savings & Financial Behavior
ASK EVERYONE.

49. [FAA] What are the main ways you pay your monthly bills? ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES
BY CHECK ..................................................................................................................................................................
IN CASH ......................................................................................................................................................................
BY MONEY ORDER.....................................................................................................................................................
AUTOMATED BILL PAYMENT FROM MY BANK........................................................................................................
THROUGH A PLACE THAT MAKES THE BILL PAYMENT FOR ME..........................................................................
OTHER .........................................................................................................................................................................
DK/REFUSED...............................................................................................................................................................
IF RESPONDENT DIFFERENTIATES RENT FROM OTHER BILLS, WRITE IN HOW THEY PAY RENT AND HOW
THEY PAY THE OTHER BILLS.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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50. [FAA] I have some general questions about how you save, and why you find it useful to save that
way. During the last 12 months, have you kept any savings . . . READ LIST. ROTATE ALL BUT Q50O AND
Q50P.
51. [FAA] During the last 12 months, in which of these did you keep most of your savings?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY
YES

Q50
NO

Q51
DK/REF

MOST

A. In money market funds, other mutual funds,
stocks, or bonds .................................................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------01
B. In a CD or certificate of deposit ..........................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------02
C. In a pension or retirement plan other than Social Security .................................1............2 ........... 3---------------03
D. In a tax-deferred savings plan or thrift plan ........................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------04
E. In your bank account ..........................................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------05
F. In someone else’s bank account ........................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------06
G. In a bank safe deposit box..................................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------07
H. In US government savings bonds.......................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------08
I. In money orders, or checks that you have not cashed .......................................1............2 ........... 3---------------09
J. In cash, jewelry, or gold that you keep in your home or
some other safe place...........................................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------10
K. In property or a business that you own...............................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------11
L. In cash value life insurance or whole life insurance............................................1............2 ........... 3---------------12
M. By lending money to other people and charging them interest...........................1............2 ........... 3---------------13
N. By being part of a savings circle, where the members meet
regularly, put their savings together, and give the whole
amount to a different member at each meeting ..................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------14
O. In some other place ............................................................................................1............2 ........... 3---------------15
NO
SVGS

SVGS

DK/REF

P. Or do you not have savings? ..................................................................................1(GO TO Q57)....... 2............3
NOTE: FOR Q50P THE RESPONSE “1” MEANS THE RESPONDENT DOES NOT HAVE SAVINGS AND THE
RESPONSE “2” MEANS THE RESONDENT DOES HAVE SAVINGS.
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52. [FAA] What are the most important reasons for keeping your savings where you do?
PROBE: Any others?

Q52
FIRST

Q52
OTHER

FEEL SAVINGS ARE SAFE AND SECURE.............................................................................. 01.................01
EARN HIGH INTEREST RATES ............................................................................................... 02.................02
GET STEADY EARNINGS ........................................................................................................ 03.................03
A WAY THAT HELPS SAVE FOR LONG TERM GOALS ......................................................... 04.................04
EASY TO ADD TO SAVINGS.................................................................................................... 05.................05
EASY TO GET TO MONEY IF NEED TO.................................................................................. 06.................06
NO FEE OR PENALTY FOR TAKING OUT MONEY ................................................................ 07.................07
FIND IT HELPFUL THAT IT IS NOT SO EASY TO GET MONEY ............................................ 08.................08
DO NOT NEED TO KEEP A HIGH BALANCE THERE ............................................................. 09.................09
OTHER ...................................................................................................................................... 10.................10
NO PARTICULAR REASON...................................................................................................... 11
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................ 12
NO OTHERS ...................................................................................................................................................13
53. Do you have any problems keeping your savings
where you do?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q55) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q55) ............... 3

ASK Q54 IF Q53=1. ELSE GO TO Q55.
54. [FAA] What are the main problems that you have? PROBE: Any others?
Q54
FIRST

Q54
OTHER

WORRY ABOUT THEFT OR LOSS OF YOUR MONEY............................................................ 1...................1
COULD BE CHEATED OUT OF YOUR SAVINGS .................................................................... 2...................2
DO NOT EARN MUCH OR ANY INTEREST.............................................................................. 3...................3
FIND IT TEMPTING TO SPEND MONEY WHEN IT IS RIGHT THERE..................................... 4...................4
NOT SO EASY TO CONVERT IT TO CASH WHEN NEEDED .................................................. 5...................5
OTHER ....................................................................................................................................... 6...................6
NO PARTICULAR PROBLEMS.................................................................................................. 7
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................. 8
NO OTHERS ....................................................................................................................................................9
55. [FAA] Considering all the ways you save, during the last
12 months did you add to your savings at least once
a month, once every few months, only one time, or did
you not add to your savings in the past 12 months?

AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH....................... 1
ONCE EVERY FEW MONTHS ................... 2
ONLY ONE TIME ........................................ 3
DID NOT ADD TO SAVINGS ...................... 4
DK/REFUSED ............................................. 5
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ASK Q56 IF Q55<=3. ELSE GO TO Q57.

56. [FAA] What are the main reasons you have money set aside? PROBE: Any others?
Q56
FIRST

Q56A
OTHER

FOR YOUR OWN EDUCATION/TRAINING............................................................................... 1...................1
FOR YOUR KIDS’ EDUCATION/TRAINING .............................................................................. 2...................2
OTHER FAMILY EDUCATION/TRAINING ................................................................................. 3...................3
TO BUY FURNITURE OR HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES ........................................................... 4...................4
TO BUY A HOME ...................................................................................................................... 5...................5
TO MAKE HOME IMPROVEMENTS.......................................................................................... 6...................6
TO BUY A CAR OR TRUCK OR OTHER VEHICLE................................................................... 7...................7
TO START A BUSINESS OR EXPAND AN EXISTING BUSINESS........................................... 8...................8
FOR RETIREMENT.................................................................................................................... 9...................9
TO FEEL MORE FINANCIALLY SECURE/EMERGENCIES..................................................... 10.................10
HEALTH CARE COSTS ............................................................................................................ 11.................11
VACATION ................................................................................................................................ 12.................12
CHRISTMAS/HOLIDAYS .......................................................................................................... 13.................13
SECURITY DEPOSIT FOR NEW RENTAL............................................................................... 14.................14
KIDS/CLOTHES/SUPPLIES...................................................................................................... 15.................15
FOR SOME OTHER PURPOSE................................................................................................ 16.................16
NO PARTICULAR REASON...................................................................................................... 17
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................ 18
NO OTHERS ...................................................................................................................................................19

Use of Alternative Financial Institutions
Payday Loans
ASK EVERYONE.
57. In the past two years, have you, or anyone in your
family living with you, ever taken a loan or cash
advance from a payday lender or check cashing outlet?
58. In the past two years, about how often have you
taken a loan or cash advance from a payday
lender or check cashing outlet? At least once every
two weeks, once a month, once every three months,
or once or twice a year?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q61) ................................ 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q61) ............... 3
ONCE EVERY TWO WEEKS...................... 1
ONCE A MONTH......................................... 2
ONCE EVERY THREE MONTHS ............... 3
ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR ......................... 4
DK/REFUSED ............................................. 5
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ASK Q59 IF Q58<=3. ELSE GO TO Q61.

59. Sometimes payday loan customers decide to “roll-over” their payday loan, by paying another fee to the
payday loan company for them to postpone cashing the check for another two weeks or a month, or by getting
another payday loan from another store in order to cash out the original one. Thinking about the past two years,
have you ever…..
YES

NO

DK

a. paid the payday loan company another fee to
postpone cashing your check......................................................................1............2 ........3
b. gotten another payday loan from another store in order
to cash out the original one .........................................................................1............2 ........3
c. DELETED

ASK Q60 IF Q59A=1 OR Q59B=1. ELSE GO TO Q61.

60. Thinking of the most recent payday loan you “rolled-over,”
for how many weeks did you roll this loan over?

_______________________________
NONE ROLLED OVER ...................... 00
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

60A DELETED
Pawn shops
61. In the past two years, did you, or anyone in your
family living with you, ever pawn an item at a
pawnshop?

YES ............................................................. 1
NO (GO TO Q65) ........................................ 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q65)....................... 3

62. In the past two years, on how many occasions
did you pawn one or more items at a pawn shop?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 9

63. Thinking about the most recent time you pawned
something, about how much was the total value of
all the items you pawned?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

64. About how much money did the pawn shop lend you?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

64A. Were you able to repay the money and get the
item back?

YES ............................................................. 1
NO ............................................................... 2
NOT YET..................................................... 3
DK/REFUSED ............................................. 4
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IV.
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Credit

ASK EVERYONE.
65. [FAA] Do you or any of your family members living with
you have a major credit card, like Visa, MasterCard,
Discover, or American Express?
Q69)
ASK Q66 IF Q65=2.
66. [FAA] Would you say that you don’t have a major
credit card because you prefer not to have one,
you want one but cannot get one, you just haven’t
thought about getting one, or for some other reason?

YES (GO TO Q67) ............................... 1
NO (GO TO Q66) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO
3
PREFER NOT TO HAVE ................................ 1
WANT BUT CANNOT GET............................. 2
HAVEN’T THOUGHT ABOUT......................... 3
OTHER REASON ........................................... 4
DK/REFUSED................................................. 5

GO TO Q69
ASK Q67 IF Q65=1.
67. [FAA] Do you pay off the entire balance on your
major credit cards every month, almost every
month, sometimes, hardly ever, or never?

EVERY MONTH ................................... 1
ALMOST EVERY MONTH ................... 2
SOMETIMES........................................ 3
HARDLY EVER .................................... 4
NEVER................................................. 5
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 6

ASK Q68 IF Q67≠1.
68. About how much do you currently owe on all your
major credit cards?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

ASK EVERYONE.
69. [FAA] Do you or any of your family members living with
you have a charge card from a store, such as Sears,
Texaco, or Radio Shack?
Q72)

YES ...................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q72) ................................. 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO
3

ASK Q70 IF Q69=1. ELSE GO TO Q72.
70. [FAA] Do you pay off the entire balance on your
store credit cards every month, almost every month,
sometimes, hardly ever, or never?

ASK Q71 IF Q70≠1. ELSE GO TO Q72.
71. About how much do you currently owe on all your
store credit cards?
ASK EVERYONE.
72. [FAA] If you needed to borrow $500 for
three months, is there some person or
place you could borrow it from?

EVERY MONTH ................................... 1
ALMOST EVERY MONTH ................... 2
SOMETIMES........................................ 3
HARDLY EVER .................................... 4
NEVER................................................. 5
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 6
_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
YES................................................................................... 1
NO (GO TO Q74).............................................................. 2
NOT SURE/DON’T KNOW (GO TO Q74)......................... 3
REFUSED (GO TO Q74) .................................................. 4
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73. [FAA] Where would you go first? (ONE RESPONSE ONLY)
FRIENDS .................................................................................................................................................................... 01
FAMILY....................................................................................................................................................................... 02
FINANCE COMPANY................................................................................................................................................. 03
PAYDAY LOAN AT A CHECK CASHING COMPANY OR SOMEWHERE ELSE ...................................................... 04
SOMEONE IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD WHO LENDS MONEY AND CHARGES INTEREST..................................... 05
COMMUNITY OR CHURCH LOAN FUND ................................................................................................................. 06
BANK (OR SAVINGS BANK, SAVINGS AND LOAN, OR CREDIT UNION) .............................................................. 07
PAWN SHOP.............................................................................................................................................................. 08
FURNITURE STORE.................................................................................................................................................. 09
SOME OTHER PLACE................................................................................................................................................ 10
NO PARTICULAR PLACE........................................................................................................................................... 11
WOULD NOT BORROW ............................................................................................................................................ 12
DK/REFUSED............................................................................................................................................................. 13
ASK EVERYONE.
74. Have you or anyone in your family living with you
ever been called by a bill collector or collection agency
because you could not pay your bills?
75. Sometimes local organizations or local government will
sponsor financial training, where people learn about
how to better manage their money. Have you ever
attended such a class?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3
YES (GO TO Q77)....................................... 1
NO ............................................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q78)....................... 3

ASK Q76 IF Q75=2.
76. What is the main reason you have not attended such a class? ONE RESPONSE ONLY
NOT OFFERED AT ALL ........................................................................................................................................... 1
NEVER HEARD ABOUT ONE .................................................................................................................................. 2
NOT OFFERED IN A CONVENIENT PLACE ........................................................................................................... 3
NOT OFFERED AT A CONVENIENT TIME ............................................................................................................. 4
HEARD IT WASN’T HELPFUL.................................................................................................................................. 5
DON’T NEED IT/NOT INTERESTED........................................................................................................................ 6
OTHER...................................................................................................................................................................... 7
NO PARTICULAR REASON ...................................................................................................................................... 8
DK/REFUSED ........................................................................................................................................................... 9
GO TO Q78
ASK Q77 IF Q75=1. ELSE GO TO Q78.
77. Did you find this class very helpful, somewhat helpful,
or not helpful?

ASK EVERYONE.
78. Have you or anyone in your family living with you
ever seen a credit counselor, or tried to repair your credit?

VERY HELPFUL .................................. 1
SOMEWHAT HELPFUL ....................... 2
NOT HELPFUL..................................... 3
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 4
YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3
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Background Questions
And now, I have some background questions.
79.

[CP] Including yourself, how many adults 18 years
of age or older now live at this telephone number?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 9

80.

[CP] How many children 17 years or younger
now live at this number?

_______________________________
NONE................................................... 0
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 9

81.

[CP] In which year were you born?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

82.

[CP] Are you of Latino or Hispanic origin?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

83.

[CP] What race do you consider yourself?

WHITE/CAUCASIAN..................................................... 1
BLACK/AFRICAN-AMERICAN...................................... 2
NATIVE AMERICAN/AMERICAN INDIAN .................... 3
ASIAN/ORIENTAL......................................................... 4
MIXED........................................................................... 5
OTHER.......................................................................... 6
DK/REFUSED ............................................................... 7

84.

[CP] What is the highest grade in school or level of education you have completed?
LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL ..................................................................................................... 1
GED ........................................................................................................................................... 2
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE ..................................................................................................... 3
SOME COLLEGE, COMMUNITY OR JR COLLEGE, TECH SCHOOL ..................................... 4
COLLEGE DEGREE (see fOUR YEAR) .................................................................................... 5
SOME POST GRADUATE......................................................................................................... 6
GRADUATE DEGREE (INCLUDES MA, MS, PhD, MD, JD, ETC)............................................ 7
DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.......................................................................................................... 8

85. [SCF] Are you currently working full-time, part-time, or are you not working for pay?
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT IS LAID OFF OR IS A SEASONAL WORKER, ASK ABOUT
"JOBS WHEN RESPONDENT IS WORKING.”
FULL-TIME........................................... 1
PART-TIME .......................................... 2
NOT WORKING FOR PAY .................. 3
NOT SURE/DON’T KNOW................... 4
REFUSED ............................................ 5
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86. [CP] Are you currently married, divorced, married
but separated, widowed, or have you never
been married?

MARRIED ....................................................... 1
DIVORCED ..................................................... 2
MARRIED BUT SEPARATED......................... 3
WIDOWED...................................................... 4
NEVER BEEN MARRIED ............................... 5
DK/REFUSED................................................. 6

ASK Q87 IF Q86≠1.

87. Are you currently living with a significant other?

YES................................................................. 1
NO................................................................... 2
DK/REFUSED................................................. 3

IF NOT MARRIED OR LIVING WITH SIGNIFICANT OTHER, GO TO Q90.
88. [CP] What is the highest grade in school or level of education your spouse or partner has
completed?
LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL ..................................................................................................... 1
GED ........................................................................................................................................... 2
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE ..................................................................................................... 3
SOME COLLEGE, COMMUNITY OR JR COLLEGE, TECH SCHOOL ..................................... 4
COLLEGE DEGREE (see fOUR YEAR) .................................................................................... 5
SOME POST GRADUATE......................................................................................................... 6
GRADUATE DEGREE (INCLUDES MA, MS, PhD, MD, JD, ETC)............................................ 7
DON'T KNOW/REFUSED.......................................................................................................... 8
89. [SCF] Is your spouse or partner currently working full-time, part-time, or are they not
working for pay?
INTERVIEWER: IF SPOUSE OR PARTNER LAID OFF OR A SEASONAL WORKER, ASK ABOUT
"JOBS WHEN SPOUSE OR PARTNER IS WORKING.”
FULL-TIME........................................... 1
PART-TIME .......................................... 2
NOT WORKING FOR PAY .................. 3
NOT SURE/DON’T KNOW................... 4
REFUSED ............................................ 5
ASK EVERYONE.
90. Do you or some member of your family own your
home or do you rent it?
91. How long have you been living at your current
address?

OWN .................................................... 1
RENT ................................................... 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3
LESS THAN ONE YEAR...................... 1
1-3 YEARS........................................... 2
4-6 YEARS........................................... 3
7-9 YEARS........................................... 4
10-14 YEARS ....................................... 5
15 YEARS OR MORE .......................... 6
NOT SURE/DON’T KNOW................... 7
REFUSED ............................................ 8
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92. In order for us to better understand the kinds of
financial services that are available in your area
of North Carolina, we need to know your zip code.
What is the zip code at your street address?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

93. [FAA] Do you own a car, truck, or other motor
vehicle that can be driven on the road?

YES ...................................................... 1
NO........................................................ 2
DK/REFUSED ...................................... 3

Welfare questions
ASK Q94 IF Q1=1. ELSE GO TO Q95.
94. State law puts some limits on the amount of assets
a person can own before they lose their welfare
benefits, including TANF, AFDC, or Work First. By
assets, I mean cash or things that can be readily sold.
How much are you allowed to own before you lose
your benefits?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

ASK Q95 IF BANKED AND RECEIVING Work First([Q7=1 OR Q12=1] AND Q1=1)
95. If the Department of Social Services gave you
VERY INTERESTED.............................................. 1
the option of receiving your welfare benefits,
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED .................................. 2
including TANF, AFDC, or Work First by direct
NOT INTERESTED................................................ 3
deposit into your bank account, would you be
DK/REFUSED ........................................................ 4
very interested, somewhat interested or not
interested in receiving your benefits that way?
ASK Q96 IF UNBANKED AND RECEIVING Work First([Q7≠1 OR Q12≠1] AND Q1=1)
96. If the Department of Social Services was able
VERY INTERESTED.............................................. 1
to help you open a low cost bank account so
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED .................................. 2
that you could receive your welfare benefits,
NOT INTERESTED................................................ 3
including TANF, AFDC, or Work First by direct
DK/REFUSED ........................................................ 4
deposit into that account, would you be very
interested, somewhat Interested, or not interested
in learning more about this?
ASK EVERYONE.
97.

Have you, or anyone in your family living with
you, ever received food stamps?

YES ............................................................. 1
NO (GO TO Q102) ...................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q102)..................... 3

98.

Do you, or anyone in your family living with you,
currently receive food stamps?

YES ............................................................. 1
NO (GO TO Q102) ...................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q102)..................... 3

ASK Q99 IF Q98=1. ELSE GO TO Q102.
99. North Carolina allows people who receive food
stamps to get them in the form of a card where
the food stamps are deposited electronically and
the person can use the card at a supermarket just
like a bank card. Do you currently receive your
food stamps in this way?

YES ............................................................. 1
NO (GO TO Q102) ...................................... 2
DK/REFUSED (GO TO Q102)..................... 3
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ASK Q100 IF Q99=1. ELSE GO TO Q102.
100. What do you like most about receiving
your food stamps on the card?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY.

SECURE .............................................................................. 1
CONVENIENT/EASY TO USE ............................................. 2
PRIVATE .............................................................................. 3
EASY TO KEEP TRACK OF MONEY .................................. 4
NOT EMBARRASSING/NO STIGMA................................... 5
OTHER................................................................................. 6
DK/REFUSED ...................................................................... 7

101. What do you like least about receiving your food stamps on the card?
ONE RESPONSE ONLY
COMPUTER BREAKDOWN/OFFLINE/ERRORS ......................................... 1
MONEY NOT IN ON TIME ............................................................................ 2
DON’T LIKE DEALING WITH THE CARD..................................................... 3
CAN’T REMEMBER PIN ............................................................................... 4
OTHER.......................................................................................................... 5
DK/REFUSED ............................................................................................... 6
ASK Q102 IF FORMER WELFARE RECIPIENT (Q2=1). ELSE GO TO Q103.
102. What is the main reason you no longer receive welfare benefits, such as TANF, AFDC or
Work First?
INELIGIBLE – INCOME TOO HIGH/GOT A JOB....................................................................................................... 1
INELIGIBLE – TIME LIMIT (EITHER THEY WERE DROPPED OR LEFT BECAUSE
THEY WORRIED ABOUT FUTURE BENEFITS)................................................................................................ 2
INELIGIBLE – CAR OR OTHER ASSETS PUT THEM OVER ASSET LIMIT............................................................ 3
MOVED HERE RECENTLY AND HAVEN’T HAD TIME TO REAPPLY .................................................................... 4
OTHER....................................................................................................................................................................... 5
DK/REFUSED ............................................................................................................................................................ 6
ASK Q103 IF FORMER FOOD STAMP RECIPIENT (Q97=1 AND Q98≠1). ELSE GO TO Q104.
103. What is the main reason you no longer receive food stamps?
INELIGIBLE – INCOME TOO HIGH........................................................................................................................... 1
INELIGIBLE – TIME LIMIT (EITHER THEY WERE DROPPED OR LEFT BECAUSE
THEY WORRIED ABOUT FUTURE BENEFITS)................................................................................................ 2
INELIGIBLE – CAR OR OTHER ASSETS PUT THEM OVER ASSET LIMIT............................................................ 3
MOVED HERE RECENTLY AND HAVEN’T HAD TIME TO REAPPLY .................................................................... 4
TOO COMPLICATED/DIDN’T WANT TO BOTHER WITH DEBIT CARD.................................................................. 5
OTHER....................................................................................................................................................................... 6
DK/REFUSED ............................................................................................................................................................ 7

Sensitive
ASK Q104 IF Q7=1.

104. [SCF] The following question is for statistical purposes.
Going back to your checking account, about
how much money is in this account, or if you have
more than one account, what is the total in all your
checking accounts? (PROBE: What was the average
over the last month?)

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
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ASK Q105 IF Q12=1.

105. [SCF] The following question is for statistical purposes.
How much is in your savings account, or in all
your savings accounts combined? (PROBE: What was
the average over the last month?)
IF Q7≠1 AND Q12≠1 AND (Q51F=1 OR Q51G=1 OR Q51I=1 OR Q51J=1), ASK Q106.
ELSE GO TO Q107.

106. Earlier you mentioned that you saved money in
(Q51F, Q51G, Q51I OR Q51J RESPONSE).
For statistical purposes only, how much money have
you set aside in this way?

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

_______________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99

Wrap Up
ASK EVERYONE.

107. [FAA] Is there anything that prevent you or others from using bank services that you would
like to use that we have not discussed? Bank services includes making payments, cashing checks, sending
money, saving, borrowing, and other financial activities.
ACCEPT UP TO THREE RESPONSES
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
DK/REFUSED .................................... 99
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APPENDIX B
SELECTED TABLES AND CHARTS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

Figure B.1: Unbanked Rate by Region, N.C., 2001
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N = 667 Mecklenburg County; 421 for Wilson, Wayne, Greene, Johnston, and Pitt County.
* Current Work First households where the only cash-assistance recipients are under 18.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Figure B.2: Payday Loan Use* Among Banked and
Recently Banked Families, by Region, N.C., 2001
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N = 535 Mecklenburg; 330 Wilson, Wayne, Greene, Johnston, and Pitt County.
* Includes those who used a payday loan in the last two years; population includes banked and recently banked
families (owned an account in the last two years).
** Current Work First households where the only cash-assistance recipients are under 18.
*** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.
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Figure B.3: Pawnshop Use in the Past Two Years, by
Region, N.C., 2001
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N = 667 Mecklenburg, 421 Wilson, Wayne, Greene, Johnston, and Pitt County.
* Current Work First households where the only cash-assistance recipients are under 18.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Figure B.4: Proportion of Families Ever Referred to
Collection Agencies, by Region, N.C., 2001
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Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Servi
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Figure B.5: Families That Bounced Checks in the Past
Five Years, by Region, 2001
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N = 396 Households with checking accounts in Mecklenburg, 258 in Wilson, Wayne, Greene, Johnston, and
Pitt County.
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Sources: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.

Figure B.6: Current Work First Participants and Interest
in Direct Deposit of Benefits, Mecklenburg County, 2001
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N = 226 current Work First participants
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001
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Figure B.7: Current Work First Participants and Interest
in Direct Deposit of Benefits, Wilson Area, 2001
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N = 105 current Work First participants
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001

Figure B.8: Proportion of Families that have Attended
Financial Education Classes, by Region, 2001
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Sources: Center for Community Capitalism, NCFSS, 2001.
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Table B.1: Prior Banking Experiences of Unbanked Mecklenburg County Families, 2001
Owned an
Number of Years Since Last Owned an Account:
Account Before
less than 1
1 to 2
3 to 5 more than 5
Overall
54.0%
42.4%
17.5%
10.4%
29.7%
Current Work First
82.1%
48.1%
11.8%
21.7%
18.3%
Recent Work First*
60.6%
35.3%
16.4%
33.0%
15.3%
N = 201 unbanked Mecklenburg families
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Total
100%
100%
100%

Table B.2: Prior Banking Experiences of Unbanked Wilson Area Families, 2001
Owned an
Number of Years Since Last Owned an Account:
Account Before
less than 1
1 to 2
3 to 5
more than 5
Overall
61.4%
27.3%
10.5%
21.0%
41.3%
Current Work First
53.8%
----Recent Work First*
50.1%
----N = 106 unbanked Wilson, Greene, Johnston, Pitt, and Wayne County families
* Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Table B.3: Most Important Reason Why Mecklenburg Families Are Unbanked,* 2001
Overall
Current Work First
Too expensive
34.7%
29.2%
Don't need an account
22.9%
30.6%
Difficult or inefficient to use
7.4%
18.9%
Not enough security or privacy
3.7%
6.6%
Bad location or hours
3.5%
0.9%
Not allowed to have an account
25.0%
12.0%
Unfriendly atmosphere, language
2.8%
1.9%
Total:
100%
100%
N = 135 unbanked Mecklenburg families
*Question asked for the main reasons for not owning an account. First response is listed here.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.

Total
100%
---
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Table B.4: Most Important Reason Why Wilson Area Families Are Unbanked,* 2001
Overall
Current Work First
Too expensive
61.8%
61.1%
Don't need an account
18.4%
23.1%
Difficult or inefficient to use
2.5%
10.6%
Not enough security or privacy
6.1%
0.0%
Bad location or hours
0.6%
0.0%
Not allowed to have an account
4.0%
3.6%
Unfriendly atmosphere, language
6.7%
1.6%
Total:
100%
100%
N = 71 unbanked Wilson, Greene, Johnston, Pitt, and Wayne County families
*Question asked for the main reasons for not owning an account. First response is listed here.
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.
Table B.5: Assets of Mecklenburg Families, 2001
Current Adult
Current Child-Only*
Percent that own:
Overall
Current Work First
Work First
Work First
Recent Work First**
Home
42.5%
26.8%
23.2%
34.3%
23.8%
Car
76.8%
57.0%
56.2%
58.7%
68.4%
Bank account
81.2%
65.0%
57.5%
80.3%
74.0%
Stocks or bonds
17.6%
7.4%
6.8%
8.6%
12.1%
CD
16.5%
4.1%
4.9%
2.7%
4.0%
Retirement account
30.5%
15.2%
15.3%
15.1%
21.7%
Cash
24.7%
21.2%
23.6%
16.4%
19.6%
Business
8.0%
5.2%
5.5%
4.7%
3.4%
Cash life insurance
21.3%
21.5%
21.6%
21.3%
21.6%
N = 667
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.
Table B.6: Assets of Wilson Area Families, 2001
Current Adult
Current Child-Only*
Percent that own:
Overall
Current Work First
Work First
Work First
Recent Work First**
Home
45.4%
41.9%
30.0%
51.2%
27.4%
Car
82.9%
68.9%
66.1%
71.1%
74.8%
Bank account
82.1%
72.0%
70.6%
73.2%
74.2%
Stocks or bonds
23.5%
7.6%
7.5%
7.7%
5.7%
CD
14.2%
1.1%
2.5%
0.0%
2.9%
Retirement account
25.7%
17.2%
14.6%
19.3%
9.8%
Cash
24.9%
19.3%
21.8%
17.3%
16.8%
Business
9.2%
3.2%
2.4%
4.7%
3.5%
Cash life insurance
26.2%
23.9%
24.3%
23.5%
15.6%
N = 667
* Households where the only cash-assistance recipients are minors (under age 18).
** Households that participated in Work First between 1/1/1999 and 12/1/2001.
Source: Center for Community Capitalism, North Carolina Financial Services Survey, 2001.
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